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KEEP MARCHING
'Through mud and muck ... we don't stop'

A FAMILY AFFAIR – President Obama and his wife Michelle were mobbed like rock stars by adoring fans at the Congressional Black Caucus Legislative Weekend in Washington
DC. The president was the event’s dinner guest speaker.
(See Story On Page 3)

Obama finally gets his groove back
(See Story On Page 3)
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MLK memorial dedication
rescheduled for October 16
The Washington, DC Martin
Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation’s leadership announced the ceremonial
dedication of the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Memorial will be held
on Sunday, Oct. 16.
The Dedication program will
begin at 9 a.m. in West Potomac
Park. President Barack Obama,
Secretary of the Interior Ken
Salazar, members of the King
Family, and civil rights leaders are
expected to participate. The dedication, originally planned for
Aug. 28, the 48th anniversary of
the March on Washington and
Dr. King’s historic “I Have a
Dream” speech, was postponed
due to Hurricane Irene.
“We are very pleased that the
Memorial is now open to the
public and to date has welcomed
thousands of visitors from
around the globe. We are overjoyed to announce Oct. 16 as
Dedication Day. Many have
worked so long to help build this

dream – a Memorial to Dr. King and
his legacy,” said Harry E. Johnson,
Sr., president and CEO of the Washington, DC Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Memorial Project Foundation, Inc. “Due to the postponement, we are planning an event
much smaller in scale but just as
big in spirit.”
There will be limited, reserved
seating for the official Dedication
party inside the forecourt of the
Memorial. The West Potomac Park
viewing site is open to the public
and tickets are not required.. Visit
www.DedicatetheDream.org for the
most up-to-date information about
the Dedication.
The General Motors Foundation
and Chevrolet will serve as dedication chair and dedication co-chair
is The Tommy Hilfiger Corporate
Foundation. Dedication Vice Chairs
include Aetna, Boeing, BP, CocaCola, Delta Air Lines, GE,
MacFarlane Partners, McDonalds,
Salamander Hotels, Travelers, WalMart Stores, and Zoilëmax Foundation.

MLK Memorial

Cong. Charles Rangel

Rangel portrait unveiled as 62nd
chair of House Ways, Committee
Congressman Charles Rangel
was honored by the House Ways
and Committee, on Sept. 22, 2011,
with the unveiling of his portrait
which commemorates his time as
the 62nd chairman of the influential tax writing committee.
Upwards of 500 guests, including his wife and family, past and
present members of Congress,
and hundreds of constituents
from his Manhattan congressional district, attended the ceremony to celebrate the momentous occasion.
Rangel made history in 2007
when he became the first African
American to serve as chairman of
the House Ways and Means
Committee as well as the first New
Yorker to chair the Committee in
over 140 years. As Chairman,
Rangel was a major contributor
to President Obama’s Affordable
Care Act, and oversaw the increase of the federal minimum
wage as well as small business
tax cuts.
The House Ways and Means
Committee is considered the most
powerful House Committee as it
oversees all revenue raising measures, Social Security, trade,
Medicare and Medicaid and unemployment benefits. Rangel currently serves as Chairman Emeritus of the Ways and Means Committee and is a Member of the
Joint Committee on Taxation.

Ways and Means Chairman,
Rep. Dave Camp (R-MI) served as
the master of ceremonies for the
event, which included remarks
from House Speaker John Boehner
(R-OH), Minority Leader Nancy
Pelosi (D-CA), Minority Whip
Steny Hoyer (D-MD), New York
Senators Charles Schumer and
Kirsten Gillibrand and chairman of
the Congressional Black Caucus
Emanuel Cleaver (D-MO).
“Charlie Rangel is kind, generous and a great pragmatist,”
Chairman Camp stated as he introduced Rangel. “No matter
which party one is from, or region
of the country, he is open. He is a
pragmatist and honorable member
of our country. He has always
been the same, acting with kindness and respect and I thank you.”
“I want to congratulate Charlie,”
House Speaker Boehner said.
“We’ve been friends since the first
day I was here. While Charlie and
I don’t always see eye to eye, we
both have a lot common. We’ve
understood each other real well.
We are temporary members of this
institution, and others will follow
when our time inevitably draws to
a close, but this portrait is a lasting tribute to Charlie and his service to this country. On behalf of
the House, I congratulate you.”
“I presume the artist is extraordinarily talented. To capture the

essence of Charles Rangel must be a
challenge,” Minority Whip Hoyer
remarked. “He returned home having served his country and went
back to serve his country again. New
Yorkers sent because he is a leader,
he acts not for himself but for the
people, nation and global community. Charlie Rangel is a hero and
humanitarian.”
“It is a tribute to Charlie Rangel
that so many people are here today,”
House Minority Leader Pelosi
stated. “I remember Rangel telling the
graduates of Lincoln three years ago
that in this country, through hard
work and sacrifice, you can make it.
This painting is not about today but
so that generations of children with
similar obstacles Rangel had can see
this man who opened so many doors
for them,”
Said Senator Schumer: “He is an
indomitable spirit. He is the dean of
our delegation and a great leader.
You learn about a person when you
see him work behind the scenes.
Every year he asked for the same
thing: expand the low-income housing tax credit. Because of Charlie,
there are hundreds of thousands of
Americans who have homes. No
matter what the times are like, he always has a smile and his spirit is unbreakable. Nothing can ever break
the great Charlie Rangel.”
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 25)

Hockey fan throws banana at a Black player during game
Special to the NNPA from the Ontario.
As Flyers winger Wayne
AFRO-American newspapers
Simmonds skated toward the goal
A preseason NHL hockey to take the first shot in the
game on Sept. 22 was marred by shootout, a banana was flung into
an apparent racial incident when his path. He did not pause and
an unknown fan threw a banana scored the goal, though the Flyers
at a Black player during a would lose the shootout, and the
shootout attempt. According to game. Simmonds may have also
multiple news sources, the inci- been targeted earlier in the game
dent took place during a tie- when he scored a goal in the third
breaking shootout late in a pre- period to tie the game 3-3. NBC
season game between the Phila- Sports reported that a source said
delphia Flyers and the Detroit someone attempted to hit
Red Wings held in London, Simmonds with a banana at that

time, as well. According to ESPN,
arena security personnel were unable to detain the fan who threw
the banana.
“I’ve never had a banana
thrown at me before. That’s a first
for me,” Simmonds told The Philadelphia Inquirer. “I guess it’s
something I obviously have to
deal with—being a Black player
playing a predominantly White
sport. I’ve grown a lot playing in
this league and throughout my
whole life. I’m not going to dwell
on that. It’s over with now.”

The incident has drawn harsh
reactions from around the hockey
world, and a $500 reward from one
sports agency for the identity of
the fan has apparently been offered.
“We have millions of great fans
who show tremendous respect for
our players and for the game,”
NHL commissioner Gary Bettman
said in a statement.
“The obviously stupid and ignorant action by one individual is
in no way representative of our
fans or the people of London,

Ontario.” Kevin Weekes, a Black
former NHL goalie who had a banana
thrown at him during a 2002 Stanley
Cup playoff game in Montreal,
Canada, was attending the Black
Congressional Caucus in Washington, D.C. on behalf of the NHL when
he heard of the incident.
“I’m not surprised,” Weekes told
ESPN. “We have some people that
still have their heads in the sand and
some people that don’t necessarily
want to evolve and aren’t necessarily all that comfortable with the fact
that the game is evolving.”
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Jay-Z

Jay-Z unveils Nets
move to Bklyn venue
Shawn Carter popularly
k n o w n a s “ J AY- Z ”
announced Monday that he will
be the first performer to play
the Barclays Center of Brooklyn when the venue opens in
September 2012.
Speaking
at a major press event on the
plaza at Atlantic Terminal,
overlooking the under-construction Barclays Center,
JAY-Z also revealed that ownership of Brooklyn’s future
NBA franchise has chosen
Brooklyn Nets as the team’s
name.
JAY-Z was joined on the
dais by Brooklyn Borough
President Marty Markowitz,
Forest City Ratner Companies
Chairman and CEO Bruce
Ratner, and Barclays Center
and Nets CEO Brett Yormark.
“From the moment the
Barclays Center became a reality, I knew this meant something significant for Brooklyn,” said JAY-Z. “This is
where I’m from, I’ll always be
Brooklyn, and opening this
arena will mean more to me
than anywhere else. I also look
forward to opening night for
the Brooklyn Nets. We’re going to create an atmosphere
like only Brooklyn can.”
“Brooklyn is where legends

are made and dreams come
true—and no one proves it more
than our very own JAY-Z, a dedicated philanthropist, innovative artist, entrepreneur and
cultural icon who, as a Nets investor, helped take my vision of
bringing a professional basketball team to the ‘center court’
of Brooklyn and drove it in for
the layup,” said Borough President Markowitz. “I am thrilled
to join Bruce Ratner, FCRC,
Brett Yormark, and the Nets organization today in announcing
that JAY-Z will perform at the
opening of the Barclays Center.
As for the selection of the
Brooklyn team name, was there
ever any doubt? It’s ‘nothing
but Nets!’”
“Who else but JAY-Z could
open the Barclays Center?” said
Bruce Ratner, the developer of
the Barclays Center. “JAY-Z is
a world icon, but more importantly, he’s Brooklyn’s icon.
For the past seven years, Jay
has been a great partner of mine
and a true friend. It’s going to
be an incredible experience next
year when JAY-Z, Brooklyn’s
own, takes the stage to open the
Barclays Center and our vision
becomes a reality.”
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 25)

Against a backdrop of slipping
support among African Americans
and widely acknowledged tension
with black members of Congress,
President Barack Obama delivered a fiery defense of his record
at a Congressional Black Caucus
gala Saturday night.
Judging by the audience’s reaction — the president’s words
often brought the crowd to their
feet — Obama went a long way
toward silencing his critics.
Like a minister preaching to a
restive choir, Obama used familiar
cultural touchstones to remind the
audience of his roots, including
Biblical references, a rhythmic cadence and his own humble beginnings as the son of a single mother
who sometimes relied on food
stamps. He then challenged his
naysayers with a list of legislative
accomplishments that he said will
uplift African American communities: middle-class tax breaks,
money for college education and
summer jobs programs.
“Ask the family struggling to
make ends meet if that extra few
hundred dollars in their mother’s
paycheck from the payroll tax cut
we passed made a difference.
They’ll tell you,” he said. “Ask

Obama and wife
them how much that Earned Income
Tax Credit or that Child Tax Credit
makes a difference in paying the
bills at the end of the month.”
But he also framed the growing
complaints that he hasn’t done
enough for poor and working-class
blacks — brought into sharp relief

in a CBC-sponsored “jobs tour” that
drew tens of thousands of unemployed workers in cities like Atlanta,
Cleveland and Detroit this summer
— with images of the civil rights
movement, where marchers
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 36)

Citing diplomatic immunity, Kahn
asks court to dismiss maid’s suit
Dominique Strauss-Kahn
claimed Monday he has diplomatic immunity and asked a
New York court to dismiss a
lawsuit filed by the hotel maid
who says he sexually assaulted
her.
Attorneys for the former International Monetary Fund
leader filed the motion in a
Bronx court, arguing judges
there do not have the ability to
try the case because StraussKahn’s time as head of the fund
gives him immunity from the
litigation.
The 62-year-old StraussKahn was initially charged with
attempted rape and held under
pricey house arrest after the
maid, Nafissatou Diallo, said he
attacked her in his hotel suite
May 14 and forced her to perform oral sex.
The case was eventually
dismissed when prosecutors
said they had lost faith in
Diallo’s credibility after a series of lies she told them unre-

Strauss Kahn
lated to the assault allegations.
Attorneys for Diallo, who
came forward publicly in a series of interviews, filed the lawsuit against Strauss-Kahn in the
Bronx Aug. 8 as the criminal

case was still active. It recounted
in graphic detail the woman’s
version of the encounter but did
not ask for specific damages.
There is a lower burden of
proof in civil cases, and it is possible that Strauss-Kahn would
have to testify if it went to trial.
He recently spoke about the incident at the Sofitel Hotel in an
interview broadcast on French
television, calling the encounter
a “moral failing,” but he said it
“did not involve violence, constraint or aggression.”
The 32-year-old Guinean immigrant maintains Strauss-Kahn attacked her. Her attorney, Kenneth Thompson, said Monday
the diplomatic immunity claim
would fail because he is not an
official diplomat and was on “personal” business when the incident occurred.
“This baseless motion is another desperate attempt to avoid
having to answer for the deplor(CONTINUED ON PAGE 36)

Obama finally gets his groove back
NEWS ANALYSIS
By George E. Curry
TheDefendersOnline.com
Facing the worst polling numbers of his administration, an increasingly alienated Democratic
base and rigidly uncooperative
Republicans, President Obama
has junked his Compromiser-inChief approach and started calling out members of the GOP who
oppose adopting programs that
will help revive the economy.

Stella isn’t the only one who got
her groove back. President Obama
has recaptured his 2008 presidential campaign mode and it comes
not a minute too soon.
Obama assumed office determined to usher in an era of civility
and bipartisan cooperation in
Washington. He accomplished
neither.
House Speaker John Boehner,
who once signaled that he welcomed a working relationship with
the president, quickly became captive of the Tea Party, a small, ener-

President Obama

gized group that pushed Republican leaders to the right of Democratic and Republican voters.
When the President and
Boehner were close to reaching a
major budget compromise earlier
this year, the Republican House
leader walked out of the talks.
When Obama attempted to reach
him by telephone, Boehner twice
refused to take his calls. And when
President Obama requested to
speak to a joint session of Congress on his new job proposals,
Boehner broke precedence and re-

jected the request because it conflicted with one of 20 scheduled
Republican presidential debates.
At every turn, Republicans worked
to block Obama’s initiatives, even if
that meant opposing some programs
they had previously supported.
Meanwhile, many of the president’s
defenders were boxed into a corner.
One of them, Al Sharpton, claimed
that Obama was executing the political equivalent of Muhammad Ali’s
rope-a-dope, languishing on the
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 36)
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Comrie assists the FDNY in applicant recruitment drive
New York City Council
Deputy Majority Leader Leroy
Comrie announced this week
that his office had participated
in the New York City Fire
Department’s recent two-month
recruitment drive, which led to
over 75 Southeast Queens’ residents filing for the upcoming
firefighter exam.
Representatives of the
FDNY’s recruitment unit were
placed in the Council Member’s
St. Albans district office every
Monday and Tuesday during
the last two months to assist
residents who wanted to become firefighters enlist online.
“I want to thank Commissioner Salvatore Cassano and
the FDNY for allowing my office to participate in the recruitment drive,” stated Council
Member Comrie. “Additionally,
I want to thank the members of
the FDNY’s Vulcan Society who
have been instrumental in helping my office to raise awareness about the need to diversify the fire department. It is my
hope that future recruitment
drives will build on the steps
the FDNY took this time, which
included an million dollar ad
campaign in ethnic newspapers
and radio. As a result of the
FDNY having recruiters stationed in my office during this
drive, many young Southeast

Queens’ men and women had an
opportunity to file for the upcoming exam.
“Oftentimes, the recruiters
were able to engage our youth
about the benefits of public service in the FDNY just by being
visible at a recruitment table stationed on the sidewalk in front
of my Farmers Boulevard office.
With the use of social networking and advertisements, word
spread in the community and we
saw parents bringing in groups
of young men to sign up. In fact,
many young men are still coming to my office well after the
recruiters to sign up for the test.
Without a doubt, we now know
that true diversity can be
achieved in the FDNY with the
right marketing and community
outreach, along with a fair
exam.”
Council Member Comrie has
been an ardent supporter for diversifying the ranks of the
FDNY. He has worked with the
Vulcan Society to introduce legislation that would address the
lack of diversity in the fire department. The New York City
Council voted in May to unanimously pass a resolution calling upon the New York State
Legislature to pass legislation
to authorize New York City to
enact a local law to grant point
credits for Fire Department ap-

(missing pic: recruitment drive 1)

Representatives of the FDNY’s recruitment unit were placed in the Council Member Leroy Comrie’s St.
Albans district office every Monday and Tuesday during the last two months to assist residents who wanted
to become firefighters enlist online.
plicants who are New York City
residents.
The resolution, which was introduced by Council Member
Comrie, calls upon the New York

State Legislature to pass legislation to permit New York City
to enact a local law to provide
applicants who pass the
firefighter civil service exam with
a five point credit on their exam
score, if they received a diploma
from a high school in the City of
New York or obtained their General Educational Development
credential in City of New York
after attending a New York City
high school for at least three
years and to eliminate the current credit for New York City residents.
Council Member Comrie believes that instead of awarding
points based on New York City
residency as is the current practice, the awarding of a five-point
credit for applicants with a New
York City high school diploma
or GED credential after attending a New York City high school
for three years would help to
make the FDNY more diverse
because graduates of New York
City high schools and those with
GED credentials from New York
City are representative of the
racial diversity of the city.
The New York City Fire Department (“FDNY”) responds to
more than 276,000 fire and nonfire related emergencies and
more than 1.2 million medical
emergencies each year and has
Council Member Comrie used the FDNY’s latest recruitment drive this summer to discuss careers in approximately 11,200 uniformed
public service with young Southeast Queens’ residents. Here, they are joined by members of the FDNY fire personnel representing the
and NYPD.

Department. However, the FDNY
is the least racially diverse fire department in any major city in the
United States and the least diverse
agency in the City.
Although more than half of New
York City’s 8.2 million residents
belong to a racial or ethnic minority, the FDNY’s representation of
Black and Hispanic personnel
constitutes only nine percent. In
other major U.S. cities, such as
Los Angeles and Philadelphia, the
representation of Black and Hispanic firefighters are 44% and
29%, respectively.
Despite minority recruitment
drives dating back to 1994, the
FDNY is still approximately 87%
White. The current racial minority composition of the FDNY is
3.8% Black, 7.8% Hispanic, 0.9%
Asian.
Notwithstanding the FDNY’s
efforts to increase minority recruitment, the number of Black
firefighters has actually decreased from approximately 6% of
the force roughly two decades
ago.
The current racial composition
of the FDNY fails to come close
to reflecting the diversity of New
York City, which as of the last
available U.S. Census data had a
population that is approximately
27% Black, 27% Hispanic and 10%
Asian.
(Photos by: Rance Huff/NYC
Council)

Mayor Nutter re-establishes Commission on Black males
Special to the NNPA from The
Philadelphia Tribune
Mobilizing the entire city government and allies across the city,
Mayor Michael Nutter has re-established the Mayor’s Commission on African-American Males.
“The City of Philadelphia is eager to help,” the mayor said in
announcing the new commission.
“The entire city government, everyone in city government and all
of our related agencies will have
a role to play, will be tasked to

support the efforts of the mayor’s
commission.”
The group will eventually be
composed of about 30 volunteer
members tasked with addressing
unemployment, incarceration, a
lack of education and health
among Black men. They will issue an annual report on the state
of African-American men in Philadelphia, along with recommendations for action.
“We must all look at the big picture,” Nutter said. “If a man is
uneducated … if they are unem-

ployed, if they are unhealthy, we
pretty much know what their life
path will be. But, if they are educated, employed and healthy they
are a lot less likely to be part of the
criminal justice system.”
Nutter signed an executive order creating the commission at a
special ceremony last week at City
Hall. He also named its three cochairs: former Mayor W. Wilson
Goode Sr., who first created the
commission in 1991 and now heads
Amachi, an education non-profit;
Bilal Qayyum, president of the

Father’s Day Rally Committee Inc.
and Jamar Izzard, a radio host at
107.9.
“The plight of the AfricanAmerican male is a crisis,” Goode
said. “Unless something is done,
then the future of African-American males looks very, very bleak.”
Goode first created the commission because he had concerns
similar to Nutter’s.
“There are ways we can begin
to deal with this problem, if we
show it attention,” he said, adding that if Nutter hadn’t asked him

to be a part of the commission he
would have begged to be appointed.
“For me, this is my life’s work.”
Qayyum and Izzard echoed Goode.
“We have to challenge ourselves
and all the others around us to
change their attitude and their behavior,” Qayyum said. “We’re going to make some changes in this
city to let folks know that there are
more positive Black men in the city
doing positive things than there are
doing negative things.”
“I’m going to give it everything I
have,” added Izzard.
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Rekindling the spirit of the Million Man March
By Jehron Muhammad
of Universal Communities, Kenny
Special to the NNPA from The Gamble, chairman of the Local OrFinal Call
ganizing Committee, emphasized
the importance of people of all
The Honorable Minister Louis colors getting involved in weekFarrakhan has chosen this city as end events.
the host site for the 16th anniverAsked about weekend activisary of the Million Man March. ties, the former managing director
This year’s celebration (Oct. 7-9) of the city of Philadelphia and the
is being called the 16th anniver- events operations person Joe
sary of the Million Man March Certaine said, Min. Farrakhan
weekend.
would participate in a “leadership
Activities will include a city- meeting that focuses on young
wide Jummah congregational people.”
prayer service (Friday) a recepDuring the three-hour session
tion (Friday), so Min. Farrakhan the Minister will “in depth” go
can thank those who participated over issues that affect the everyin Philadelphia’s contribution to day lives of youth, he said. “An
the Million Man March in 1995 action plan would be produced as
and those assisting in organizing a part of our activity moving forthe 16th anniversary celebration. ward,” Certaine added. After the
Activities also will include a Sat- press conference, during an excluurday, Oct. 8, leadership forum sive interview with The Final Call,
with Min Farrakhan, a presenta- Certaine described the weekend
tion by the Nation of Islam Re- focus on three themes: street viosearch Group and a food drive to lence, hunger and political acbring light to Philadelphia’s se- countability:
vere hunger problem and a major • Concerning street violence: “We
address by Min. Farrakhan Sun- know that we must work together
day, Oct. 9, at the Philadelphia in our communities to combat the
Civic Center.
escalating violence that stifles the
The food drive will also coin- peace and stability required for
cide with the Minister’s lecture as families to grow and prosper in our
the event’s local organizing com- neighborhoods.
mittee is asking each of the ex“Philadelphia has an array of orpected audience of 17,000 to bring ganizations that are trying to coma non-perishable food item to the bat street violence. Some have
venue.
been around for decades.
The 1995 march was the largest
In many cases, the organizagathering in U.S. history. The sig- tions all compete for some of the
nificance of the march was in- same money sparingly doled out
creased because the two million by local, state and federal agenplus participants that gathered in cies or private foundations. They
Washington D.C. were men. also compete for support from the
Women were asked to stay at elected officials, who either enhome and offer encouragement, dorse or discount the individual
as Black men came to D.C. to re- organization’s efforts, based upon
commitment themselves to their whether or not that organization
families and to their communities. is aligned with a specific politiDuring a Sept. 14 press confer- cians.
ence hosted by the Philadelphia
“We have the means and ability
local organizing committee, Na- to stop street violence by collection of Islam Student Minister tive action in our communities, not
Rodney Muhammad opened by by organizational competition. In
saying the weekend event is “de- many instances we can demonsigned to reignite and … reener- strate our strength in combating
gize … the spirit of the Million Man this problem by working together.
March.” Music mogul and chair We should begin finding ways

Minister Louis Farrakhan
where we can collectively impact United States.
this problem and stop the frag“How can we accept the fact
mentation that seems to plague that half our families, most of
every step toward progress. A di- whom are families of color, can’t
rect-action, frontline coalition of buy enough food for their children
leaders and organizations is the not to be hungry? As we prepare
best way to confront this problem for the Million Man March anniat the neighborhood level. It will versary, we must also mobilize and
be difficult and vocal but we must introduce an action plan that bepool our talent for the greater gins with each person bringing at
good.”
least one non-perishable item to
• Concerning hunger: “Philadel- the Pennsylvania Convention
phia is the poorest of the major Center on Sunday, Oct. 9, 2011.
big cities, in the United States, This will be the kick-off of the
with a population of over one mil- coalition’s (the Philadelphia Million people. The overall poverty lions More Movement) Campaign
rate is approximately 25 percent Against Hunger. We must help
and according to the Gallup- our people to feed their children.”
Healthways Well-Being Index re- • Concerning political accountabilcent survey in the first congres- ity: “How is it that these economic
sional district, almost half of the and social problems continue unfamilies with children (49.6 per- abated in Philadelphia, given the
cent) suffer from hunger. These political representation we’re supfacts make this largely Philadel- posed to have at the local, state
phia district the 2nd hungriest and federal level? Why have we
congressional district in the allowed the elected officials and

their appointed subordinates to ignore the fact that they are supposed
to be public servants, accountable
to their constituents? Why is it that
we do not challenge our elected representatives to be more effective?
Why can’t they aggressively support an agenda prepared by community leadership? Our strength is
our unity of purpose. In Pennsylvania in 2012, all state representatives, one half of all state senators
and all members of Congress will be
elected. There will also be a presidential election. Now is the time to
enforce political accountability.
“The plan of action being proposed
could serve as a model for the revitalization of the Millions More
Movement in different areas of the
country. Any person running for
office must have an opportunity to
explain what they have done, what
they intend to do and how we can
all work together to build practical
solutions to these problems and
others.
In some cities, one or two of the
core issues may change but political accountability should be consistent throughout the formation.”
These “short term goals,” according to Certaine, are to “serve to mobilize our people.” Having an “immediate impact” is important and
focusing on issues that affect all of
our lives “hasten the unity of our
communities,” he said.
“This commemoration couldn’t
come at a better time,” added Minister Rodney Muhammad, a member
of The Greater Philadelphia Local
Organizing Committee. “We stand
in violation of the pledge that we
made in D.C. that day. That pledge
represents a code of conduct and
because it was violated on every
point, our communities continue to
suffer. Our failure to stand by our
pledge has allowed disunity to creep
into our communities, making them
worse off than they were in 1995,”
said the local representative of the
Nation of Islam’s Muhammad
Mosque No. 12, who also oversees
the Nation’s Delaware Valley Re(CONTINUED ON PAGE 25)

Vigils were not enough to save Troy Davis’ life
dence linking Davis to the crime,
By Jennifer French Parker
Special to the NNPA from the and after several witnesses recanted their testimonies, supportCrossRoads News
ers say there was too much doubt
After 20 years on death row, to execute. They and opponents
convicted cop killer Troy Davis of the death penalty called for
was executed at 11:08 p.m. on clemency for Davis, but the Georgia Board of Pardons and Paroles
Sept. 21.
Davis’ death by lethal injection and the state Supreme Court both
came four hours later than his upheld his sentence. John Evans,
scheduled 7 p.m. execution as his president of the DeKalb NAACP,
lawyers and supporters made a said the decision to execute was
last-ditch appeal to the U.S. Su- wrong.
“When in doubt, you don’t
preme Court. It declined to stay
his execution. He was 42 years want to kill anyone because you
old. Witnesses said he died de- can’t do anything after you have
claring his innocence and urging done it,” he said.
Evans, who joined the vigil for
supporters to continue the fight
against the death penalty after his clemency, said the Davis case
highlights the need for change.
death.
Davis was convicted Sept. 3, “We need to take this situation
1991, for the 1989 death of Mark and do something about the death
MacPhail, a white off-duty Savan- penalty. Period,” he said. “The
nah police officer, when he was disparity in sentencing between
20 years old. MacPhail, 27, was Blacks and whites is disproporworking as a security guard when tional. That’s why we can’t suphe intervened in a brawl in a port the death penalty.” AJC reBurger King parking lot in Savan- porter Rhonda Cook, who was one
nah and was shot at point-blank of five reporters who witnessed
the execution along with
range.
There was no physical evi- MacPhail’s son and namesake; his

Janice Ivory of Stone Mountain, Mercedes Binnis of Marietta and
Britt Schults of Chicago were among those who stood vigil roundthe-clock outside the Georgia Pardons & Paroles offices in Atlanta.
brother, William MacPhail; and the
Davis family, told CNN Wednesday night that Davis looked at the
McPhails and said he was sorry
for their loss. “I did not personally kill your son, father and
brother,” Davis said. “I am innocent.”

Cook said Davis asked his family and friends to continue to
search for the truth. To the prison
officials who would pull the switch
to kill him, he said, “May God have
mercy on your souls. May God
bless your souls.” She said he
lowered his head and was dead

within 14 minutes from a three-drug
cocktail of pentobarbital, which induced coma; pancuronium bromide,
which paralyzed him; and potassium
chloride, which stopped his heart.
The worldwide campaign to spare
Davis’ life drew high-profile support
from former U.S. President Jimmy
Carter, Pope Benedict XVI and 4th
District U.S. Rep. Hank Johnson.
Davis had escaped three previous
dates with death before Wednesday. Supporters began round-theclock vigils last week and hundreds
stood outside the Jackson state
prison Wednesday praying for clemency.
In a letter written by Davis and
released by Amnesty International,
Davis said the struggle for justice
doesn’t end with him. By midday
Thursday, the NAACP had begun
organizing to work toward eliminating the death penalty. Evans said
that he had received a call from
NAACP state President Edward
DuBose.
“He said we need to get together
in a few days to develop a plan of
action to abolish the death penalty,”
he said.

Herman Cain

Cain wins Florida straw poll
Special to the NNPA from The House speaker Newt Gingrich had
Washington Informer
9 percent. Also, having received
2 percent each of the votes, former
Businessman Herman Cain won Utah governor Jon Huntsman and
the Florida straw poll Saturday, Minnesota
Rep.
Michele
making for a major upset and cre- Bachmann trailed far behind.
ating more problems for Texas Voting in the straw poll in Orlando
Gov. Rick Perry. Cain led with 37 was limited to about 3,500 delpercent of the vote while Perry egates, each of whom paid $175 to
garnered just 15 percent. Former attend Presidency 5, hosted by the
Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Rom- Florida GOP. However, because
ney received 14 percent; former of Perry’s failure to win, some of
Pennsylvania senator Rick his supports have become conSantorum, 11 percent; Texas Rep. cerned about whether he can conRon Paul, 10 percent and former tinue to rise in the polls.

Walmart to launch
E-Commerce Empowerment
Solution for Women
Walmart has announced plans
to launch a dedicated page on
Walmart.com that will feature an
assortment of products created by
women in nearly two dozen countries, including women who work
in cooperatives and own small
businesses. Scheduled to be
available in spring 2012, products
will include jewelry from Guatemala, Thailand and Ethiopia; coffee from Central and South
America; and dresses from
Kenya.
This builds on the five goals
Walmart announced last week
around global women’s economic
empowerment. By 2016, the dedicated e-commerce site will feature
approximately 500 items – from
apparel and jewelry, to stationery
and accessories – by more than
20,000 women in nearly two dozen
countries.
“The challenge for small
women-owned businesses – and
particularly women artisans – is
that they have a fantastic product, but they may not have the
size or scale to sell in our brickand-mortar stores,” Leslie Dach,
Walmart’s executive vice president of Corporate Affairs, said at
the Clinton Global Initiative an-

nual meeting. “This commitment
today gives these women access
to an established set of customers
on Walmart.com, as well as the
benefit of the company’s knowledge about customers, packaging
and promotions.”
Walmart’s partners for the initial
line include Full Circle Exchange
and Ethical Fashion Africa, a program within the International Trade
Centre.
“Walmart’s effort to empower
women through e-commerce will
truly create ‘scale for good’ and
transform the lives of countless
women, allowing them to work
their way out of poverty in ways
that are both sustainable and dignified,” said Mark Priddy, cofounder, Full Circle Exchange.
“This initiative coincides with Full
Circle’s mission to empower
women through commerce and exponentially increases the reach of
entrepreneurs who have the skills,
capacities and imagination to create more just economies.”
For more information on
Walmart’s Global Women’s Economic Empowerment Initiative,
launched by Walmart President
and CEO Mike Duke, visit
www.walmartstores.com/women.

New York City Council Deputy
Majority Leader Leroy Comrie
joined with New York City Community Clean-Up last week to
clean two homes in his district and
draw attention to the issues of
abandoned foreclosed properties
in Southeast Queens.
The properties, located at 18624 Foch Boulevard and 191-11
114th Road in St. Alban’s, Queens,
were foreclosed upon over the last
few years and had fallen into disrepair and become a dumping
ground for garbage. Local residents brought the two locations
to Council Member Comrie’s attention and his office reached out
to NYC Community Clean-Up to
assist in addressing these hazardous conditions.
“Abandoned homes in Southeast Queens have become a growing quality of life crisis,” stated
Council Member Comrie. “As the
center of the foreclosure epidemic, this community has seen
many homes seized by financial
institutions and negligent landlords, who make no effort to keep
the properties cleaned and properly secured. This behavior results
in the growth of vagrancy, drugdealing and garbage dumping,
thereby negatively impacting the
quality of life in these communities.
“When these situations are
brought to my attention, my staff
will reach out to the property owners, who in most cases are unresponsive to verbal and written
communication asking them to
clean and secure the buildings.
Therefore, we are left with no alternative but to rely on organizations like NYC Community CleanUp to address the unsanitary conditions. In some instances, with
vagrancy and drug dealing, we
have to notify our local law enforcement organizations to address those issues.”
186-24 Foch Boulevard is
owned by LaSalle Bank N.A, according to NYC Department of Finance records. LaSalle Bank Corporation was the holding company for LaSalle Bank N.A. and
LaSalle Bank Midwest N.A. (formerly Standard Federal Bank).
With $116 billion in assets, it was
headquartered in Chicago, Illinois.
LaSalle Bank Corporation was formerly an indirect subsidiary of
Netherlands-based ABN AMRO

New York City Council Deputy Majority Leader Leroy Comrie joined
with New York City Community Clean-Up and local residents last week
to clean two homes in his district and draw attention to the issues of
abandoned foreclosed properties in Southeast Queens.

Bank’s branch network serves 25
states. U.S. Bancorp offers regional
consumer and business banking
and wealth management services,
national wholesale and trust services and global payments services
to more than 15.8 million customers. The company employs over
63,000 people.
“It is outrageous that these multinational financial institutions are
engaging in this type of negligent
behavior,” Council Member Comrie
continued. “Left unchecked, these
foreclosed properties are quality-oflife time bombs in our community. It
contributes to the kind of urban
decay that invariably damages
neighborhoods and makes them
unsafe on many levels. It is my hope
that potential federal and state legislation will force these ‘landlords’
to be responsible corporate citizens
and maintain their properties.
“Lastly and most importantly, I
want to thank New York City Community Clean-Up for their efforts
today in helping these two blocks
in Queens to momentarily clean up
the blight in their neighborhood. It
is organizations like Community
Clean-Up who are playing a critical
role in the urban regeneration of our
communities during this foreclosure
crisis.”
NYC Community Clean-Up is a
city-wide initiative designed to address neighborhood hot spots and
eyesores. Using data from a variety
of sources—the city’s 311 system,
foreclosure reports, crime maps—
NYC Community Cleanup identifies
neighborhoods across New York
City that are struggling with visible
signs of disorder.
NYC Community Cleanup puts
low-level offenders (arrested for
minor offenses such as vandalism,
shoplifting, and public drunkenness) to work repairing conditions
of disorder throughout New York
City.
The goal is to create meaningful
community service work projects
that emphasize the values of immediacy (tying a crime to its consequences); visibility (showing New
Yorkers that the justice system is
responding to neighborhood problems); and accountability (ensuring
high compliance rates).
For more information about NYC
186-24 Foch Boulevard in St. Alban’s, Queens, was foreclosed upon Community CleanUp, log on at:
over the last few years and had fallen into disrepair and become a www.CleanUpNYC.org.
dumping ground for garbage. Here, NYC Community Clean-Up work- (Photos by: Keyawnia Ross/NYC
ers begin clearing the yard.
Council)
Bank N.V., one of the world’s largest banks, with total assets of $986
billion (EUR), more than 3,000 locations in over 60 countries and a
staff of more than 105,000.
Bank of America acquired
LaSalle Bank Corp. effective Oct.
1, 2007 and officially adopted the
Bank of America name on May 5,
2008.
The mortgage for 191-11 114th
Road is held by U.S. Bank National
Association, according to the
NYC Department of Finance
records. U.S. Bank National Association operates as a bank which
offers loans and depositary services. U.S. Bank National Association was formerly known as
Firstar Bank, National Association
and it changed its name to U.S.
Bank National Association in 2001.
The bank was founded in 1863
and is based in Cincinnati, Ohio.
U.S. Bank National Association
operates as a subsidiary of US
Bancorp. U.S. Bancorp is a diversified financial services holding
company, headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota. It is the parent company of U.S. Bank, the
fifth largest commercial bank in the
United States based on $321 billion in assets.
U.S. Bank ranks as the sixth largest bank in the U.S. based on deposits, with $204B in deposits as
of June 30, 2011. With 3,069 banking offices and 5,310 ATMs, U.S.
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Lessons of Jacksonville Mayor’s
race could aid President Obama
By Craig Kirby
Michigan, West Virginia and New
Special to the NNPA from Mexico. He needs to prove that
America’s WireCommentary
he is not aloof and understands
challenges that millions of AmeriPresident Barack Obama has cans, especially those in the heartseen better days. But it would be land, face every day. And, when
a mistake to conclude that he he’s on the grand stage in Washcan’t win re-election, despite his ington, he must be the leader that
dismal poll numbers.
Americans thought they were
At the moment, the president is electing.
quickly discovering that for evThe president can’t make this
ery foreign and domestic policy comeback by himself. He needs a
issue, there can be a political con- team that understands the pulse
sequence. In the Middle East, he of the country. How could his adseeks to craft a policy fair to both visers possibly think that unveilsides, but that leads to attacks at ing a deficit-cutting plan that rehome that he has abandoned Is- sults in headlines about tax inrael. He tries to act responsibly creases would be a wise political
and reduce the federal budget move? Instead, how about a headdeficit, but that looks like “selling line saying that the president
out” to many who are in his Demo- won’t allow working families to
cratic base and still reeling from lose their homes to foreclosures
the recession.
and that he vows to continue the
Obama’s core political problem, federal role in helping Americans
however, results from failure to purchase homes? That would be
establish himself as a strong leadership and smart politics.
leader, one willing to fight aggres- Republicans shouldn’t start vicsively for what’s best for the coun- tory celebrations just yet. Election
try rather than taking his schol- results in Jacksonville, Fla., this
arly, deliberate approach. What spring may have been overlooked
Americans want is not necessar- in Washington but may be a good
ily a president who is always right barometer for the national electorbut someone who stands and ate.
fights for them. They want a gut
Florida’s largest city is in a confeeling that the president is on servative region that traditionally
their side, that he understand tilts heavily toward the GOP. Yet
struggles they face to keep or find an African-American, Alvin Brown
jobs, and not to lose the home became the city’s first black mayor
facing foreclosure.
by defeating a Tea Party candidate
This president’s decline cer- last May. Brown was the first
tainly seems based much more on Democrat in 20 years to sit in the
how people “feel” about their Jacksonville mayor’s office. One
leader than his specific policies. can only conclude that extremist
He needs to get out of the White positions promoted by the Tea
House to Ohio, Pennsylvania, Party were too outrageous for

even Jacksonville’s conservative
electorate.
The late Lee Atwater, architect
of Republican victories in the
1980s, used to court the South assiduously as a GOP electoral
base. But at the same time, he
would caution privately that a
backlash would occur if this powerful base were perceived as driving national policy for the Republican Party, which needed themes
that could also win voters in other
parts of the country.
Brown’s victory certainly
raises questions of whether the
GOP’s presidential candidates
can run viable general election
campaigns after aggressively
courting the Tea Party during the
party’s nomination process. The
scenario seems to mirror presidential politics in the 1980s when Vice
President Walter F. Mondale and
Massachusetts Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis were dismal general election candidates after wooing liberals to win the Democratic presidential nominations in 1984 and
1988, respectively.
In his mayoral campaign,
Brown also won by displaying
savvy political skills. These are
traits that he surely learned as a
close ally of Ronald H. Brown (no
relation), the former secretary of
commerce and Democratic National Committee chairman who
led the party’s rebirth that resulted in Bill Clinton’s presidential victory in 1992. Alvin Brown
was seen as more of a centrist
than a liberal. He opposed tax in(CONTINUED ON PAGE 25)

By Marc H. Morial To Be Equal
NNPA Columnist
The thought of my home being
taken away is consuming, I can’t
get to sleep at night, and it’s the
first thing I think of when I wake
up.” —Doris Tinson, of Los Angeles, CA
Doris Tinson is just one of a
growing number of American
homeowners, desperate to save
their homes from foreclosure, who
are being duped by mortgage loan
scam artists. Doris was falling behind on her refinanced high mortgage payments and was looking
for help. On the way home from
church she saw a sign in the median promising loan modification
for a fee. But after forking over
$2000 of her hard earned money,
after months of waiting for action,
and finally receiving a notice that
her house was being sold, it became clear that Doris was the victim of a scam.
As the mortgage crisis sweeps
the nation, it is unfortunately being accompanied by a rise in mortgage fraud. But you don’t have to
be a victim. The National Urban
League’s network of U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) approved housing counselors has been offering
FREE mortgage counseling services for years. Last year, Urban
League affiliates provided housing counseling to over 42,000 clients, including more than 15,000
clients who benefited from default
mitigation and foreclosure prevention counseling..
The Urban League is also part
of a coalition with the federal government, and some 235 communitybased partners in the “Loan Scam
Alert Campaign,” a nation-wide
effort that is empowering homeowners to protect themselves
against loan modification scams,
find trusted help, and report illegal
activity to authorities.
Scam artists may pose as lawyers or real estate agents, promising loan modifications and charging large fees – then disappearing

without helping anyone but themselves. If you are a homeowner facing foreclosure, you may unknowingly become a victim of such a
fraud, costing your home, thousands of dollars and a damaged
credit score.
The first thing you should know
is that you should never have to pay
for counseling. If anyone requests
money up front or guarantees they
can keep you in your home, these
are warning signs of a scam and they
should be reported. There are no
promises that anyone can give you.
But trained counselors from HUDapproved counseling agencies will
work with you and your lender to
get the best results at no cost. HUD
lists these six warning signs of a
foreclosure scam:
* Beware of anyone who asks you
to pay a fee up front in exchange for
a counseling service or modification
of a delinquent loan. Assistance
from a HUD approved housing counselor is FREE.
* Beware of anyone who guarantees they can stop a foreclosure or
get your loan modified. Nobody can
make this guarantee.
* Beware of people who pressure
you to sign papers immediately, or
who claim they can “save” your
home if you sign or transfer over
the property deed.
* Beware of a company that claims
to provide government-approved”
or “official government” loan modifications. They may be scam artists
posing as legitimate organizations.·
Beware of a company or person you
don’t know who asks you to release
personal financial information online
or over the phone.
* Beware of anyone who advises
you to stop paying your mortgage
company and pay them instead.
Never make a mortgage payment to
anyone other than your mortgage
company/lender.
To learn more or to report a scam
visit:
http://www.iamempowered.com/
loanscams
Marc H. Morial is the president
and CEO of the National Urban
League.

CBC gathering shows complexity of Black America
By Julianne Malveaux
NNPA Columnist
I don’t know how many African American people came to
Washington for the Congressional Black Caucus Annual Legislative Conference, but there were
more than 5,000 gathered at the
dinner that featured President
Obama as a speaker. Though the
halls of the Washington Convention Center were full, and it did
my eyes good to see people lined
up to buy books, some say that
the economy may have dampened
attendance.
To be sure, the corporate presence did not seem as strong as it
has been in the past, yet it is al-

ways gratifying to see Ingrid Sanders Jones and the Coca-Cola company sponsoring the prayer breakfast, which sizzled this year when
the Rev. Freddy Haynes totally
threw down.
The high point of the conference may have been President
Obama’s strident and almost angry speech, challenging Congress
to pass the jobs bill, and explaining why it must pass. Watching
the President, he appeared to be
undaunted, but certainly frustrated, by the legislative gridlock
and the total lack of cooperation
he has been experiencing from
Congress. If those assembled
reach out to their legislative representatives, not all of whom are

CBC members; perhaps it will
make some difference. Another
high point of the dinner was the
range of wonderful honorees
present. They included EPA administrator Lisa Jackson, and also
the indomitable Rev. Joe Lowery,
who at nearly 90 has as much fire
in his belly as he did 50 years ago.
He lifted his fist, roused the
crowd, and exhorted us to keep
fighting injustice. He is an amazing example of a civil rights warrior, and he deserves every honor
that is bestowed on him.
That may have been the highest point but, from my perspective, the legislative conference
contained many highs. There
were more than one hundred brain

trusts, panels, or other gatherings
both at the convention center and
in nearby places, as several organizations also use the legislative
conference week as a time to organize their own meetings. The
White House HBCU initiative, for
example, held its conference on the
Monday and Tuesday before the
CBC legislative conference. With
everything that is going on, the
ALC is a cross between a policy
conference, a family reunion, with
a few evening parties thrown in for
good measure.
Somehow the majority press gets
away with focusing only on the
party aspect of the gathering. The
Washington Post printed a piece
that talked about the ingredients

for a successful CBC party. Ho,
hum. Why not a piece about the
ingredients for a successful brain
trust? Why not some reporting on
the range of issues addressed.
There were panels on the environment, the foster care system, education, wealth, business development, criminal justice, global affairs
and more.
A highlight for me was visiting
with students from four elementary
and high schools that were organized by Congresswoman Eddie
Bernice Johnson (D-TX). Our
panel’s task was to encourage them
to consider careers in math and science. With a NASA astronaut, a
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 36)
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Hugs for Kemba Smith and her family
By George E. Curry
NNPA Columnist
Whenever I see Kemba Smith
or her parents, Gus and Odessa
Smith, we embrace. Our hugs are
long and say everything without
either of us saying anything. In
those deeply-personal moments,
we celebrate what the family has
overcome. And we mostly celebrate Kemba’s freedom and the
long, bumpy road that led to it.
We got in our hugs last week at a
forum Rep. Maxine Waters organized to honor women such as
Kemba at the Congressional
Black Caucus’s 41st annual Legislative Conference. Like thousands of young women, Kemba
felt the brunt of the U.S. criminal
justice system, a flawed system
that unfairly punished women
who had the misfortune of falling
in love with a drug dealer.
As editor of Emerge, we placed
Kemba on the cover twice. The
first time was May 1996. It was
the photo of a smiling Kemba in
her white cap and gown, clutching her freshly-minted high
school diploma. In large, bold letters were the words, “Kemba’s
Nightmare: A Model Child Becomes Prisoner #26370-083.” The
story, written by Reginald Stuart,
was a riveting account of Kemba
falling in love with Peter Hall while
she was enrolled in Hampton

University. Her association with the
drug dealer led to her being sentenced to a mandatory 24 ½ years
in federal prison with no chance for
parole. She was convicted of conspiracy to distribute cocaine, lying
to federal authorities and conspiracy to launder drug money.
Kemba, who was 22 years old at the
time she was sentenced in 1994,
became the poster child for a national movement against mandatory sentences. Elaine Jones, then
head of the NAACP Legal Defense
and Educational Fund, read our
story in Emerge and agreed to represent Kemba. Eventually, LDF filed
a petition for clemency, which was
granted by President Bill Clinton
shortly before Christmas in 2000.
Although the initial story on Kemba
was published 15 years ago, we are
still learning about the impact it had
on others.
At the forum hosted by Congresswoman Waters, Serena Nunn,
whose story is very similar to
Kemba’s – and like Kemba, was pardoned by President Clinton – said:
“When Kemba’s story came out, I
can remember being in prison in
Pekin, Ill. “… I can remember being
there, sitting on a bench with 10
other women and everybody just
passing that magazine around. It
was the same time Julia Stewart’s
newsletter came out from FAMM
[Families Against Mandatory Minimums]. Everybody there felt like

there was starting to be this ray
of hope, that people would get
the word and realize that there
were a whole bunch of us sitting
in prison with these draconian
sentences.”
Gus Smith told me about a
graduate of the University of
Maryland who wanted Kemba to
autograph her diploma. When
Kemba hesitated out of respect
for what the document represented, the woman told her, “You
don’t understand. I wouldn’t
have this diploma if it hadn’t been
for you.” Today, Kemba Smith
lives in Indianapolis, Ind. She had
a son, Armani, during her first
months of incarceration. After her
release, she married Patrick Pradia
and they have a 17-month-old
daughter, Phoenix. She has written a book about her ordeal titled,
Poster Child. The cover line
notes, “ It was easy falling in love
with a drug dealer. The hard part
was paying for his crime.” (The
book can be ordered from
www.kembasmith.com).
Kemba acknowledges that it’s
difficult to balance her role as a
wife, mother, book author and
activist. She dedicated her book
to her supporters and to “all my
brothers and sisters who are currently incarcerated under mandatory minimums, drug conspiracy
and crack cocaine sentencing
laws.” Kemba said, “My soul

aches knowing that others should
be home, too.”
Because of the work of CBC
members, some others may come
home, too. Last year, Congress
passed the Fair Sentencing Act, a
retroactive measure that increased
the amount of crack cocaine that
triggers mandatory minimums sentences. Approximately 12,000 federal crack offenders sentenced
prior to November 1, 2010 may be
eligible for reductions that average 37 months. However, the reductions are not automatic and will
have no bearing on prisoners sentenced under state mandatory
minimums laws.
Waters and Harvard Law Professor Charles J. Ogletree reminded supporters that while the
federal law represents an improvement, the campaign to eradicate
mandatory minimums must continue.
Kemba Smith vowed to remain
a central part of that movement.
“I have to tell you about a friend
of mine, Michelle West,” she told
the audience, with tears in her
eyes. “She is in federal prison.
Michelle West is 50 and is serving
two life sentences, plus 50 years
on conspiracy to distribute cocaine and conspiracy to commit
murder. Basically, she is being
charged for the crimes of her boyfriend.
“She had been separated from

the abusive boyfriend for three
years when the feds came after him.
After being saved by her family
many times, she finally got the courage to break away from him and taking her daughter [with her]. She
opened her own beauty salon.
When police came after her ex-boyfriend, Michelle got word that if she
talked, her daughter would be killed.
Police offered her a deal to be an
informant. Michelle said, ‘It was my
life or my daughter’s and I chose to
save my daughter.’ An informant
who actually admitted to committing the murder named Michelle as
an accomplice.”
Kemba continued, “The murderer
never served a day. Michelle went
to prison when her daughter was
10. That was 17 years ago. Michelle
has had an exemplary record in
prison and had never been in trouble
with the law before this case. I am
committed to continuing to share
stories about Michelle and continuing to be a face for those who are
left behind in prison.”
After Kemba’s words, I had to hug
her again.
George E. Curry, former editor-inchief of Emerge magazine and the
NNPA News Service, is a keynote
speaker, moderator, and media
coach. He can be reached through
his Web site:
www.georgecurry.com.
You can also follow him at
www.twitter.com/currygeorge.

Troy Davis and the acceptance of sacrifice
By Ted Glick
“As I look at my mail from
across the globe, from places I
have never ever dreamed I would
know about and people speaking
languages and expressing cultures and religions I could only
hope one day to see first hand, I
am humbled by the emotion that
fills my heart with overwhelming,
overflowing Joy. I can’t even explain the insurgence of emotion I
feel when I try to express the
strength I draw from you all; it
compounds my faith, and it
shows me yet again that this is
not a case about the death penalty, this is not a case about Troy
Davis, this is a case about Justice and the Human Spirit to see
Justice prevail.” —Troy Davis,
Sept. 10, 2011, 11 days before his
execution
Troy Davis was a special person. I learned this very late, just
days before his execution by the
state of Georgia , when my email
inbox and the mainstream news
became full of stories about his
case. It was not until that happened that I took the time to learn
more about him.
I was moved by what I learned.
As indicated by the above quote
from one of his last communications from death row, Troy Davis
became much more than the latest low-income person of color
done wrong by the so-called

Troy Davis
“criminal justice system.” Troy
Davis became a martyr for the movement, a person willing to accept the
ultimate sacrifice with love in his
heart because he did not lose faith
in the power of human beings to
bring about positive, justice-based
social change.
He was able to see past his personal sufferings and death to a dif-

ferent kind of world. He was a visionary, and he led by example. I
learned this as I listened to his 17
year old nephew, De’ Jaun
Correia, on Democracy Now explaining what it was like to visit
his uncle regularly and the
strength and humanity Troy had
helped to instill in De’ Jaun.
I am sure that Troy appreciated

all of those who came before him
who also accepted the necessity
of personal sacrifice in the cause
of justice, people like Jesus of
Nazareth, Tecumseh, Harriet
Tubman, Joe Hill, Cesar Chavez,
Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm
X., Bobby Sands and many, many
more.
Troy ’s example and Troy ’s
words remind me of something
Helen Keller once said:
“Four things to learn in life:
To think clearly without hurry
or confusion;
To love everybody sincerely;
To act in everything with the
highest motives;
To trust God unhesitatingly.”
How do movements grow? One
essential component is the willingness of individuals within it to
model a way of living, a humanity
and dedication to doing what is
right, no matter what the costs,
which spreads outward, inspiring
and moving others to take action.
Troy has certainly done that for
the movement against the death
penalty, against racism and institutionalized injustice.
Another example is Tim
DeChristopher, climate activist
from Utah who took action to derail what turned out to be an illegal government auction of public
lands to gas companies and for
which he is now serving a twoyear sentence in federal prison.
There is no question in my mind

that there is a direct connection between Tim’s example, his continued
activism and movement-building
work after his arrest until his sentencing, and the willingness of 1,253
people to be arrested at the White
House a month ago as part of the
historic Tar Sands Action:
www.tarsandsaction.org.
A great sacrifice is rarely something to be actively pursued. Indeed, what is most needed is not so
much individuals looking to take a
big risk for what is right but, instead,
individuals whose inner light,
whose never-extinguished passion
for justice, keeps them working day
after day, making daily sacrifices,
doing the many little things which,
when combined with the similar work
of many others, has an impact.
As movements grow, there will be
bigger sacrifices and possibly great
sacrifices made as action is taken
against injustice and wrong. When
that happens and we are the ones
making the sacrifice, we need to be
prepared spiritually and emotionally
to be an example to others about
how to stand strong with dignity
and love in our hearts despite hardship and suffering. We need to be
like Troy Davis.
Ted Glick has been a progressive activist and organizer since
1968. Past writings and other information can be found at
www.tedglick.com, and he can be
followed on twitter @jtglick,
www.twitter.com/jtglick.
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African Scene
Kenyan Nobel Laureate Maathai dies

Archbishop Desmond Tutu

Did Obama take cue from
Tutu in call to tax the rich?
Special to the NNPA from the GlN be a small gesture towards reconciliation and redress.”
Desmond Tutu further created
“Had I been born Black and poor,
a ruckus with the suggestion that I almost certainly would not have
cabinet ministers sell their expen- gone to university and I would alsive ministerial cars to show they most certainly never have been a
cared for the plight of the poor. law professor at the University of
“The old haves continue to have Cape Town, earning quite a nice
and they’ve been joined by some salary, thank you.”
new haves,” Tutu said. “But
The reparations tax was vigormost of our people remain have ously opposed by the FW de
nots.”
Klerk Foundation. Former PresiThe wealth tax found support dent de Klerk called the proposed
from, among others, constitu- tax unfair and racist. In a statetional law commentator Professor ment that resembled the former jusPierre de Vos and ex-apartheid-era tification for apartheid, de Klerk
deputy minister and MP Tertius said: “We cannot accept the danDelport. Writing on his blog, Con- gerous idea of racial guilt - or the
stitutionally Speaking, De Vos ob- very unchristian notion that some
served: “Not only is a wealth tax South Africans are morally supeon white South Africans consti- rior to others simply because of
tutionally valid… “The tax would the race to which they belong.”

Students rally for Niagara U
prof as primer of Somalia
By Amanda Galster
Special to the NNPA from the GlN
Dr. Abdiweli Ali, head of the Somali government and an associate professor of Economics at
Niagara University in Buffalo,
New York, was welcomed back to
campus recently where he will promote awareness of the evolving
situation in Somalia. Dr. Brian
Murphy, chair of the Communications Studies Department said:
“It’s not every day that a university has a Prime Minister of a nation.” Dr. Ali’s number one challenge will be to improve the security of the nation. Through political outreach, he hopes to bring
back law and order and reconcile
the community. Another challenge is the humanitarian crisis.
Six states have been declared famine states, making up half of the
population of Somalia - four million people.
“We cannot take
this journey alone,” he told the
students. Meanwhile, with the
rainy season just around the corner, the United Nations refugee
agency has scaled up its presence
in Mogadishu and Somalia’s bor-

Somali Prez
der regions, providing food and
medical assistance. Dr. Ali holds
a master of public administration
from Harvard University, a certificate of Taxation from Harvard Law
School, and a master of economics from Vanderbilt University. He
completed his Ph.D. in Economics
at George Mason University and,
in 1998 and 1999, was a Joel Leff
Fellow of Political Economy at
Kennedy School of Government of
Harvard University. Somali Prime
Minister (L)

Kenya’s Wangari Maathai, the
first African woman to win the
Nobel Peace Prize, has died. She
was 71.
The organization she founded,
the Green Belt Movement, said in
a statement that Maathai died
Sunday at a Nairobi hospital after
a long struggle with cancer.
The Nobel Committee awarded
her the peace prize in 2004, citing
her stand against Kenya’s former
oppressive government and work
to encourage women to improve
their lives.
Maathai started the Green Belt
Movement in 1977 to help poor
women in rural communities meet
their basic needs for firewood,
food and clean drinking water
through a tree-planting program.
The effort later grew to include
focusing on issues of democracy,
human rights, women’s rights and
peace.
The organization says it has
mobilized hundreds of thousands
of men and women to plant more
than 47 million trees.
Maathai also served as a member of the Kenyan parliament, and
as the country’s deputy environ-

Nobel Peace Prize laureate Wangari Maathai participates in a
discussion at the University of Nairobi in the Kenyan capital Nairobi,
March 8, 2010.
ment minister.
tive for the people of Kenya.
She attended college in the
Maathai was one of the founding
United States during the civil members of the Nobel Women’s Inirights era in the 1960s, and said tiative, joining other female peace
that experience inspired her to re- prize winners to support women’s
turn home and do something posi- rights advocacy around the world.

In Burundi, thirty patrons of
popular bar are gunned down
By Fungai Maboreke
Special to the NNPA from the GlN
Simmering tensions between
the ruling party and an opposition group exploded into the fatal
shooting of some 30 patrons of a
popular bar. No one has claimed
responsibility for the attack.
The massacre was lead by gunmen carrying military-style weaponry and clad in fatigues at around
8 p.m. in the Chez les amis bar, at
Gatumba, 10 miles west of the capital, Bujumbura.
“The brutal killing of unarmed
men and women in Gatumba is the
single worst incident of violence
in Burundi for several years,” said
Daniel Bekele, Africa director at
Human Rights Watch.
During Burundi’s 16-year civil
war, which pitted a minority Tutsidominated army against Hutu
rebel groups, one of the predominantly Hutu groups, the CNDDFDD, joined the government in
2004 and won elections in 2005.
The Forces of National Liberation
(FNL), which is also Hutu-dominated, continued fighting until
2009. Most of the victims of killings in previous months were lowlevel rank-and-file members – or
former members – of the FNL.
Those targeted recently have included more prominent individuals. “Last year’s elections were a
political failure and since then the
violence has just been increasing,” said Thierry Vircoulon, central Africa project director at International Crisis Group.
President Pierre Nkurunziza has
declared three days of mourning.

Woman grieving

Harlem Dowling kicks off
175th anniversary with gala
bring all its services under one
roof.
The multimillion dollar green
project, which will include approximately 15,000 sq. ft. of office space, will provide subside
housing to low income families.
Mulvaney and Worrell were
joined by funding partner
Wayne Benjamin of Harlem Community Development Corporation; Project Manager Mike
McCarthy of Alembic Development Company; and architect
Samir S. Shalt for a small presen- left to right – Wayne A. Benjamin, Dorothy Worrell; Gerald Migdol, Esq.; Michael McCarthy; Samir S.
tation. The evening included a Shalt; and Tim Mulvaney
preview performance by vocalist Danielle Quinn.
On Thursday, Nov. 4, in celebration of National Adoption
Month, the agency will salute its
distinguished honorees during
Harlem Dowling 2011 Gala. The
celebratory affair will take place
at Bridgewaters, 11 Fulton
Street. Hosted by actor Michael
K. Williams, the festive evening
will include live performances, an
exciting auction along with the
award ceremony.
Founded in 1836 as the Colored Orphan Asylum, Harlem
Dowling is a non-for-profit multiservice agency providing out-ofhome foster care, adoption,
therapeutic placement, supportive housing for youth aging out
of foster care, and other support
services.
Related services include, family preservation, HIV/AIDS services, family support services,
and after school programs for Honorees left to right - Dr. Jeffrey Gardere; left to right – Businessman Bernard Oyama; StreetWise
children and families living in Sheri Migdol; and Dr. Jeffrey McKnight
Partner’s Tracey Allard and West Harlem Group’s
Central Harlem, Washington
Stanley N. Gleaton
Heights, Southeast Queens and
Far Rockaway.
(Photos by Hubert Williams of
Images Of Us)

left to right – Cherrie Blae; Wanda Collington; Karen Dixon; Mary Sanchez; and Nancy Murillo

left to right – Executive Director Dorothy Worrell; songstress Danielle
Quinn; and producer Tony Woodroffe

Smair S. Shalt

Host TD Bank Sr. VP Denise E. Simpson (left) and Store manager Patrick Ugbomah (right) ; congratulate
honorees Dr. Jeffrey Gardere (2nd left) , Sheri Migdol (center) and Dr. Jeffrey McKnight (2nd right).
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On Wednesday, Sept. 20,
Harlem Dowling West Side
Center for Children and Family Services kicked off its 175 th
anniversary celebration with a
special pre gala reception at
TD Bank.
The fundraising event,
which announced its 2011 honorees, was hosted by TD
Bank’s vice president, Field
Market Manager Denise
Simpson and store manager
Patrick O. Ugbomah. It took
place at the financial
institution’s 109 th and Broadway branch.
Harlem Dowling consultant
physicians
D r.
James
M c K n i g h t a n d D r. J e ff r e y
Gardere along with author
Sheri Migdol were the guests
of honor. Dr. McKnight, a
noted child and adolescent
psychologist and Dr. Gardere,
a celebrity psychologist and
TV personality, will both receive the 2011 James McCune
Smith Award. This award honors the first African American
license physician and dedicated Colored Orphan Asylum
staff doctor. Sheri Migdol will
receive the 175 th anniversary
Community Service Award.
Mrs. Migdol, the wife of board
member Gerald S. Migdol, Esq.,
is a tireless civic servant and
dedicated volunteer at Harlem
Dowling’s food pantry.
Harlem Dowling Board President Tim Mulvaney and Executive Director Dorothy Worrell
used the occasion to unveil a
scaled model of its new facility. In 2010, the agency announced that it will be breaking ground on a new
standalone facility that will
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Opinion
Young emerging Pan African leaders
By Dr. Benjamin F. Chavis, Jr. support the best education and development for our children and comNNPA Columnist
munities. This is why I am always
Black Americans should al- stressing the importance of the
ways strive to know and under- Black Press. If we do not let our
stand not only the realities of people know what is happening
our long struggle for freedom, more consistently throughout the
justice and equality in the Black World, utilizing our own meUnited States, but also we have dia outlets, then we will often find
to keep ourselves better abreast ourselves missing the opportunities
of what is happening across the to make greater overall progress for
continent of Africa and through- our families and communities.
I completely understand why
out the Pan African world. Too
often we only get the negative news organs like Bloomberg, The
information about Africa’s suf- Economist, Forbes Magazine, The
ferings, yet we get only spar- Wall Street Journal, and The New
ingly the information about the York Times regularly focus media atpositive success stories from tention on economic development
opportunities in Africa. I want
our motherland.
Young people who are raised Black-owned publications to do
up in the African American com- more on Africa and to stay focused
munity in particular should be on the emergence of a new generamade more aware of the contem- tion of young African scholars, enporary triumphs of African trepreneurs, political and diverse
people as well as the prolonged leaders. Just last week Forbes rechallenges and problems that we leased its list of the “10 Youngest
all face throughout the world. I Power Men in Africa” who are 40
am writing this column for the years old and younger.
The interesting thing about this
National Newspaper Publishers
Association (NNPA) from list is that Forbes was made aware
about these young African leaders
China.
My partner in business and not because they had been consocial justice, Russell Simmons, formists to past inequities, but beand I are here in Hong Kong for cause they have already earned the
the Diamond Empowerment admiration of African people as a
Fund. Diamonds in the Sky result of the effectiveness of their
Hong Kong just raised over $2 leadership and self-empowerment
million to benefit education and work at a relatively young age.
The following are the names and
empowerment in Africa and
China. It is so important for all a brief annotation about four of the
of us to understand the chang- 10 young African leaders today who
ing dynamics of the global were both on the Forbes’ list of
economy and how we should be emerging leaders and who have
more active and involved inter- been independently verified as some
nationally as well as locally to of the most trend setting innovators

and geniuses across Africa.
Please share this with other youth
leaders and young adults in your
community. Hopefully, this information will also broaden the horizon of our consciousness and
awareness as African Americans.
Since the age of 29, Joseph
Kabila has been the President of
the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (DRC) that is today the
largest land-based nation in Africa and the third largest producer
of diamonds in Africa as well as
other precious minerals and natural resources. President Kabila
was the first democratically
elected President of the DRC in
2006. President Kabila has been
President of the Congo for 11
years and is credited for his effective leadership in ending a terrible
civil war in 2002. His father, former
President Laurent Kabila was assassinated in a failed coup attempt
during the height of the DRC civil
war in 2000.
President Joseph Kabila is
someone all Black people and
other progressive people should
know more about. The DRC has
great potential economically and
culturally under the able leadership of President Joseph Kabila.
His intention is to help transform
the quality of life and productivity of the people of the DRC into
one of highest standards in the
world. China has the largest current investment in the DRC. As
President Kabila faces re-election
in November 2011, I believe he deserves our support.
Julius Malema is the 30 yearold President of the African Na-

tional Congress (ANC) Youth
League that represents the political interests and aspirations of
millions of youth and young
adults in South Africa. As we
should know the African National
Congress (ANC) is the ruling political party today in South Africa.
The ANC is one of the oldest
African freedom fighting political
and empowerment organizations
in the world. The ANC is the party
of former Presidents Nelson
Mandela and Thabo Mbeki. The
South African Stock Exchange is
one of the top 10 stock markets in
the world and South Africa’s
economy is emerging with serious
economic strength for the entire
region and continent.
On a scale of 1 to 10 with 10 as
the strongest indicator of intellectual prowess, leadership, insightful global vision and activism,
Julius Malema would rank a strong
10-plus. The ANC Youth League
continues to be an effective crucible for the development of new
young leaders in South Africa.
Back in the day, 30 years ago, I
proudly wrote articles for the publication of the ANC Youth League
- “The Spear.” It is also a fact that
the youth vote in South Africa has
determined the election and will
determine the re-election of Jacob
Zuma, the current President of
South Africa.
But, it was the resourceful leadership of Julius Malema that
helped President Zuma to be
elected. African Americans youth
leaders should reach out to
Malema as he continues to emerge
on the global stage that will deter-

mine the future leadership of Africa.
Thirty-four year-old Fred
Swaniker, a native of Ghana, is the
Founder of the African Leadership
Academy (ALA) that is a residential secondary, college preparatory
boarding school located in
Johannesburg, South African.
The ALA is a beneficiary of the
Diamond Empowerment Fund and
has established an amazingly successful track record of academically
preparing the next generation of
young leaders from throughout Africa.
Acha Leke, 38 years old, is a native of Cameroon and is one of the
most sought after business leaders
and authors across the globe. Acha
Leke is a Partner at Mckinsey &
Company, the renowned international consultant and research firm.
Leke is also a co-founder of the
African Leadership Academy. In
2009, the World Economic Forum
recognized Leke as a “Young Global Leader.”
All of these young leaders and
many more are helping to reshape
Africa and the world. Of course
there are many emerging African
American youth leaders as well. We
all should encourage the ongoing
education and development of all
our youth to reach their true leadership potentials. We cannot afford
to do less.
Dr. Benjamin F. Chavis Jr. is senior advisor to the Black Alliance
for Educational Options (BAEO)
and the Diamond Empowerment
Fund (DEF), and is President of
Education Online Services Corporation and the Hip-Hop Summit
Action Network (HSAN).

Is our nation on the Titanic?
By Marian Wright Edelman Transportation knows that the powChild Watch
erful must give way if the powerless
are to make safe harbor and the govA theologian friend took her ernment of the United States and the
car to a Jiffy Lube for servicing. church of Jesus Christ and other
Not having anything to read, people of God are having trouble
she picked up a manual on the with the concept?” How do we ancoffee table about boating. A swer her, political, faith, and comchapter on the rules for what munity leaders and citizens of our
happens when boats encounter nation? What is our “theory of acone another on the open sea tion” or values compass as we seek
described two kinds of craft: solutions to rampant joblessness
and poverty among millions of
burdened and privileged.
The craft with power that can Americans including 16.4 million
accelerate and push its way poor children according to national
through the waves, change di- U.S. census data released last week?
rection, and stop on demand is What beyond politics and unbridled
greed and power will calibrate our
the burdened one.
The craft dependent on the nation’s decision making? Is cutforces of nature, wind, tide, and ting helpless babies the same as
human effort to keep going is the cutting some of the many budget
privileged craft. Since powerful busting tax loopholes for millionboats can forge their way for- aires and billionaires? Is cutting our
ward under their own power, children’s teachers, nutrition supplethey are burdened with respon- ments, Head Start and child care the
sibility to give the right of way same as cutting powerful corporate
to the powerless or privileged subsidies or tax breaks for corpovessels dependent on the vagar- rate jets?
A child cut from health care or unies of the tide, wind, and
weather. “Who wrote this able to get services when abused or
thing?” my friend asked. neglected may never heal. Is it right
“Mother Teresa? What’s going or fair for Congress to wield a budon in our land when the New get guillotine—called sequestraJersey State Department of tion—if a Super Committee of 12

cannot reach a responsible agreement on both revenue and budget cuts? This will leave a range
of discretionary programs for children, the poor and middle class,
and seniors on the chopping
block. Does the irresponsible no
new tax pledge signed by an astounding 279 current members of
Congress (238 Representatives
and 41 Senators), including the six
Republican members of the Congressional “Super Committee,”
make the latter an irrelevant and
unjust nonstarter? Are the hungry child and the huge corporate
farmer who gets massive government “subsidies” (welfare) equally
responsible for the deficit? I am
reminded of French writer Anatole
France’s passage in The Red Lily:
“The law, in its majestic equality,
forbids the rich as well as the poor
to sleep under bridges, to beg in
the streets, and to steal bread.”
Is that our leaders’ and nation’s
code of morality and justice? If
so, the very dream and idea of an
America where all have a fair
chance and level playing field is
dead.
According to new national U.S.
census data, over 46 million people
in America are poor—more than

the entire combined populations
of Iraq and Niger. A 2010 front
page New York Times story reported that one in 50—or six million—people in America had no
income and depended on food
stamps to stave off the wolves of
hunger. It provoked almost no
response. Children—the most
vulnerable and least culpable
among us for the deficit—are the
poorest age group. And the
younger they are the poorer they
are.
Inadequate national and state
investment in early childhood and
education, and government’s failure to protect children now from
continuing economic downturn,
are making them poorer. More
than one million children fell into
poverty between 2009 and 2010;
almost a half million fell into extreme poverty. It is disgraceful
that the number of poor children
in our rich nation is greater than
the entire combined populations
of Haiti and Liberia—two of the
poorest countries on earth and
that the number of children in extreme poverty is equivalent to the
whole population of Israel. The
number of poor children under
age five, the years of greatest

brain development, is more than the
population of Sierra Leone. I have
yet to hear political leaders in either
party nationally or in the states say
we will not cut young children who
have no belts to tighten. I believe
no child cuts and no cuts for the
poor should trump no tax increases
for the rich in a just society.
The budget debate today and the
role of our national government is
about who we are or want to be as
Americans. Who is government—
our collective voice—designed to
protect? The powerful or the powerless, some or all of us? Whose
responsibility is it to ensure all our
children are healthy, housed, educated, and prepared to join a
workforce to compete with and out
innovate the Chinese and others in
5, 10, or 15 years? Parents cannot
achieve this alone especially when
millions of jobs and homes have
been lost.
Will cutting child and family nutrition, early childhood programs,
education, child care and afterschool enrichment programs, and
youth jobs close or widen the huge
wealth and income gaps between

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 25)

Congressman Fattah struggles to get traction on tax reform

U. S. Rep. Chaka Fattah
equally dismissive, thinking it
might be too good to be true.
“While the plan may appear to
have positive features, it would
be very bad policy, and would
likely not raise anywhere close to
the revenue that supporters expect,” balked John. “For one
thing, while a one percent tax may
seem small, in most cases, it
would far exceed the profit to the
financial institution of handling
the transaction. Especially in the
case of large transactions, the
profit may be just a few hundredths of a percent, well short
of the one percent tax rate.” John
contends the cost of the tax would
be passed on to the customer,
thus driving up their cost substantially, and potentially causing the entire transaction to be
cancelled. Alternately, the higher
cost may encourage the customer
to move their business to a financial institution located in another
country that is not subject to the
tax.
On any given in-session day,
the hard right-steering Republi-

can Study Committee would be
pushing out talking points like a
machine gun in a World War II
flick. But, when the Tribune called
to ask about any potential merit
to Fattah’s ACF, the office went
silent with no calls back.
But, without any serious study
of the proposal — despite an attempt by Fattah in 2010 to mandate one — how would Congress
know that it doesn’t work? Observers say it might be worth a
shot considering the lack of any
other serious proposals on the
table. Economists and tax experts
alike have argued, in sync with the
lone Congressman from Philly,
that the current revenue system
is outdated, an antique from a period when the country was
transitioning from an agriculturalbased economy to big industry.
In the digital age of heavily linked
globalized economies, many argue
it’s time for a do-over.
Even the G-20 economic powerhouses are proposing the transaction tax, with France eyeing it
hungrily and hoping for some

movement on the concept when the
G-20 meets in Cannes this November.
“We are working on a proposal
that we will present to the European
Union in September, which will be
studied in the autumn,” French Finance Minister Francois Baroin told
newspaper Le Journal du Dimanche
in late August. “We are determined
to get results at the G20 on November 3–4 in Cannes.”
But, in a surprise move that appeared to vindicate Fattah from afar,
European Commission President
Jose Manuel Barroso was striking a
tone much more confident that
Baroin’s.
“Ahead of the Cannes summit, we
will come out with a proposal for a
European financial transaction tax
and we are committed to explore this
further also at the G20 level,” said
Barroso in a televised address as
Europe was scrambling for a way
out of its debt-driven meltdown.
On this side of the Atlantic, the Congressman is making his rounds, already meeting with experts at the
vaunted Brookings Institution and
the financial titan Goldman Sachs.
Yet, there are critics even on
Fattah’s side of the aisle. “It taxes
the everyday transactions of Americans and exempts most Wall Street
transactions,” argues Rep. Peter
DeFazio, D-Or., who wants colleagues to consider his Let Wall
Street Pay for the Restoration of
Main Street Act that he’s been pushing for about two years. “The implications of this bill on average
Americans and the revenues received by the federal government
are murky at best. His bill has no
cosponsors.”
Fattah, however, seems unfazed
by the criticism, rattling off the
names of House Democratic leaders, Congressional Black Caucus
colleagues and clout movers in the
Senate who support the idea.
There’s an I-told-you-so glee in his
voice at the mention of the G-20
looking into it, and he’s got former
House Ways and Means Chairman
Bill Thomas — a Republican — looking at it closely. While evasive on
the question of whether or not debt
Super Committee member and fellow Pennsylvanian Sen. Pat
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 25)

Being an American essay contest for high school students
U.S. high school students and
their teachers are invited to participate in the Bill of Rights
Institute’s sixth annual Being an
American Essay Contest.
The largest contest of its kind
in the country, the Being an
American Essay Contest explores
the Founding principles outlined
in the Constitution. The contest
is administered by the Bill of
Rights Institute, a non-profit educational organization in the Washington, D.C. area devoted to educating young people about the
Constitution and Founding principles. The 2011-2012 contest is
sponsored by the History Channel.
“This contest is unique in that
it gives students the opportunity
to think about the important
Founding principles communicated in our Constitution,” said
Dr. Jason Ross, Bill of Rights In-

stitute Vice President of Education
Programs. “This context is vital to
helping students see their Founding principles as a meaningful part
of the American experiment of selfgovernment.”
Specifically, students are asked
to share their thoughts on the Constitution by answering the following question: “How does the Constitution establish and maintain a
culture of liberty?”
The top three student winners
from each of the five geographical
regions will be awarded cash prizes
of $1,000 (First Place), $500 (Second
Place), and $250 (Third Place).
Teacher sponsors for each student
winner will also receive a cash prize
of $100.
“The contest not only honors
and awards sponsoring teachers,
but also equips them with free lesson plans and other supplemental
materials that meet state and na-

tional academic standards so
they can easily incorporate the
essay contest into their classrooms.
The Contest is really a tribute
to the excellent work teachers do
in the important task of civic education,” said Ross.
Over 80,000 students have participated in the essay contest
since it began in 2006.
“We are pleased to support
the Bill of Rights Institute’s Being an American Essay Contest,”
said Dr. Libby O’Connell, SVP,
Corporate Outreach and Chief
Historian, History Channel. “The
contest encourages students to
think critically and truly makes
the past relevant in their lives today.”
Complete contest details can
be found below. Further information, including submission criteria, lesson plans and background

information on the Constitution,
Bill of Rights, Founders and the
Founding principles are available
at www.BillofRightsInstitute.org/
Contest.

Three cash prizes per region will
be awarded to students:
* First Prize: $1,000 each
* Second Prize: $500 each
* Third Prize: $250 each

S. Africans eye Louisiana
for new gas to liquid plant
Special to the NNPA from the GlN and could create up to 850 permanent positions and up to approxiSouthwest Louisiana may be on mately 5,500 jobs during peak conits way to becoming the home for struction periods.
a state of the art gas-to-liquid
Construction could start as early
(GTL) plant built by the South as 2013. Speaking at a recent press
African petrochemicals giant conference with Louisiana Gov.
Sasol.
Bobby Jindal, a Sasol spokesman
Sasol will launch a feasibility said: “We believe Sasol’s propristudy of the GTL venture in etary GTL technology can help unCalcasieu Parish during the next lock the potential of Louisiana’s
18 months. The GTL complex, if clean and abundant natural gas rebuilt, would be funded by a capi- sources and contribute to an affordtal investment of $8- to $10-billion able, reliable and high quality fuel.”
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By Charles D. Ellison
ernment gets zero on that transacSpecial to the NNPA from The tion,” claims Fattah “Even though
Philadelphia Tribune
it’s a substantial transaction requiring the use of government services.
It’s a position the ever effusive It’s only fair that we apply a user’s
West Philadelphia pol and rank- fee to it. We have a user fee for
ing U.S. Rep. Chaka Fattah, D-PA, most everything else.”
finds himself in when pushing
Ultimately, after charging a one
long shot legislation through the percent transaction tax on so many
House: the challenge of a long accumulated transactions, Fattah
game. Drawn out and ugly it is argues that you can easily pay
these days as he struggles to find down the $14 trillion national debt
votes to push his debt-busting in about a decade.
American Consumption Fee proSeems simple and forward-thinkposal.
ing, right? Amid all the talk, shutBut Fattah has a knack for down debacles and credit downsomehow mustering smiley face grades surrounding the issue of
spin on a desperate situation. As national debt, most would assume
the connection of his cell phone that Congress would be banging
crumbles in and out along a high- Fattah’s Rayburn House Office
way drive to Hershey for a long Building door for more meat. Debt
awaited pitch on his idea to wipe appears to consume every meaningout national debt, the congress- ful conversation in Washington
man is restless and gabby. “I in- these days, with politicians on both
troduced Emergency Mortgage sides of the aisle refusing to budge
Relief legislation way back in, on any major piece of policy unless
what, 2002, right?” poses Fattah, a debt or deficit reduction package
setting it up like pugnacious rap- is attached to it. Yet, with Congress’
per eager to take out competition new Debt Super Committee locked
during a freestyle rhyme session. in mysterious huddle over how to
“It passed in 2010.”
manage it, few ideas are finding any
In fact, one can make the argu- traction as both debt and deficit
ment that he seems to revel in that balloon. Still, the Republican machallenge, as if the legislation jority in Congress — dominated by
doesn’t have juice or that it lacks conservatives who cringe at anycredibility unless it took hits thing with a tax on it like it’s
along the way. “With any major kryptonite — is laser-focused on
piece of legislation, you first have debt reduction as the rationale beto pass the laugh test for it to gain hind every program cut. Strangely
any sort of currency,” argues enough, Fattah’s proposal gets the
Fattah. That laugh test has been gas face from many conservative or
splitting its own rib in knee slap center-right experts who don’t see
since 2004 when Fattah first any merit to it — despite his offer
dropped the concept. Eliminate to do away with the federal income
the federal income tax and replace tax and the fairly modest nature of
it with a seemingly modest 1 per- one percent (with Fattah even willcent tax on every financial trans- ing to put a half-percent tax on the
action. Fattah describes it as a table just so he can cut a deal with
“user fee” for utilizing the fiscal skeptics). “I’m not aware of
economy. His contention is that any serious proposal to study it,”
the national economy shifts $900 blinked the Cato Institute’s budget
trillion annually, much of that expert Tad DeHaven on first glance.
wrapped up in financial transfers “It strikes me a kind of odd.”
and sales. Every time there is a
“I suspect you’d see fewer ‘transmajor transaction, one large com- actions’ and thus it wouldn’t propany purchasing another one cure as much revenue as propo(such as, for example, Texas In- nents believe,” offers DeHaven in
struments recent $6.5 billion a surprisingly short rebuke. “Not to
transaction of National Semicon- mention that it would disrupt and
ductor), money cats will have to distort financial markets. The fact
pony up to the federal govern- that he can’t find a cosponsor probment in the form of a one percent ably speaks for itself.”
tax.
Heritage Foundation’s Senior
“Right now, the federal gov- Research Fellow David John was
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Couple hopes to make difference in eating habits
By James Harper
dumpsters when she lived in
Special to the NNPA from the Brooklyn, New York.
Daytona Times
Holder-Brown and her husband,
Omar Brown, have started an orCamille Holder-Brown recently ganization known as the Midtown
went shopping at a grocery store EcoVillage, which will be commitin Midtown and asked one of the ted to advocating for healthy food
people working there for soymilk. and lifestyle and environmental
She was showed soy sauce.
sustainability.
At another local store she no“My husband, ‘Farmer Brown,’
ticed packaged ham in the middle as I so fondly call him, has been
of lettuce and other vegetables. growing food since he was a little
“I had never seen a grocery store boy with his grandfather and is
laid out so junkie in my life. Such now working on a large plot in
a small produce section with Chiles (Academy) community garthings that are bad that I used to den,” noted Holder-Brown. Bedumpster dive for,” said Holder- ginning this week, the couple will
Brown, a Daytona Beach native, partner with the City of Daytona
recalling searching for items in Beach’s Leisure Services Depart-

Healthy eating promotes happiness

ment, Volusia County Health Department and the “Let’s Move”
national campaign to bring a
“Smoothie Bar” to the Cypress
Aquatic Center. ”Let’s Move to
the Groove” will be Mondays and
Wednesdays from 7-9 p.m. at the
Aquatic Center.
“There will be music and dancing, and, of course, healthy food.
We are delighted and honored to
partner and bring a much needed
healthy initiative to Midtown
middle schoolers and their families,” said Holder-Brown, adding
they are also looking for more
sponsors so they can continue to
provide the activities and food for
free.
The Midtown EcoVillage
Smoothie Bar menu will feature
smoothies with fresh fruit, including berries, bananas, citrus, pineapple, kale, and water and ice as a
base. There also will be salads and
fruit kebabs.
Children will be able to pick a
green vegetable for their salads –
from lettuce, kale and spinach –
and there will be a variety of
healthy toppings.
Milkshakes will be available
with a new spin – soy, rice, or almond milk will be used. The menu
also will include lettuce wraps,
seaweed wrap and tortilla wrap.
“This on going opportunity offers
middle school students a great
opportunity to have fun while getting in shape through activity and
healthy foods. There will also be
full court water basketball, swimming, free healthy snacks and
other activities and admission is
free,” said Holder-Brown.
Midtown EcoVillage has participated in the Daytona mayor’s
backpack giveaway at the John H.

A community farm
Dickerson Center where the
couple gave away smoothie
samples.
Brown and her husband also
volunteered recently at the city’s
health fair. They have been active in two initiatives that the
Volusia County Health Department is heading – PACE-EH and
Achieve, both created to help
eliminate the health disparities in
Midtown since the area has been
deemed a food desert.
The Browns also are involved
with the Pyramid Parenting Cafe
located in Chiles Academy as parent leaders. Holder-Brown grew
up in the area and attended Turie
T. Small Elementary, Campbell

Middle and Mainland High. She
was popular at Mainland High
School and was voted Miss Mainland; she also was a drum major.
Holder-Brown hopes to partner
soon with the area’s Housing Authority to have filmmaking workshops for children at Pine Haven
Apartments. While living in New
York, Holder-Brown founded the
film production company,
Cinemomma Pictures.
Cinemomma Pictures, founded in
2004, includes filmmakers, graphic
designers, educators, musicians,
social workers, parents, homeschoolers, and activists. It is a
voice for empowering families on
the big screen.

Reversing the alarming HIV increase among Black gay men
Part 2
By Rod McCullom
Special to the NNPA from the
Black AIDS Institute
The second of a two-part series examining the high rates of
new HIV infection among Black
gay and bisexual men.
Part 1 described the new data
detailing the dramatic increases
in new infections, examined
some of the reasons driving the
numbers and described the
CDC’s new social-marketing initiative, designed to encourage
testing among Black MSM.
In light of the persistent increase in new infections among
MSM (men who have sex with
men)—and despite the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention’s new testing initiative—a consensus has emerged
among prominent Black gay men
who have leadership positions
in HIV/AIDS policy, prevention
and public health: A larger investment is needed from public
and private sources, as well as a
more “holistic” approach to

Black gay men’s sexual health.
“It’s a question of dollars,”
says A. Cornelius Baker, senior
policy adviser of the Washington,
D.C.-based National Black Gay
Men’s Advocacy Coalition
(NBGMAC), which delivered a
forceful set of recommendations
in response to the CDC’s incidence report. Across the federal
bureaucracy, “there is not a sufficient investment in line with the
scope of the epidemic in Black and
Latino gay populations,” he says.
“The CDC must increase funding
to organizations providing services to young MSM and
transgender [people] of color
from $9 million to $14 million,”
says Baker, who is also board
chair of the Black AIDS Institute.
”Five years after its initial commitment, the numbers are worse,
and their investment remains at
$9 million. That makes no sense.”
Among NBGMAC’s additional
recommendations: increased
funding, capacity building in
Black gay organizations, continuing HIV education for medical
professionals, high-level consultations with Black gay men and

research on how to lower the viral load in MSM communities of
color.
Other prominent MSM agree
with NBGMAC’s call for a more
comprehensive approach to the
multiple health, economic and
social disparities that Black
MSM experience, particularly
those in the under-30 demographic, which is experiencing
the greatest increase in new infections.
“I’m 25 years old and part of
that 13-to-29 demographic, but
many of my contemporaries [do
not] have some of my advantages,” says Daniel Driffin, a prevention specialist at the Atlantabased National AIDS & Education Services for Minorities. ”I
have full-time employment, a college degree and health insurance.
Many younger brothas are jobless, homeless, uninsured or
have low literacy rates. Some of
them [engage in] ‘survival sex’
to provide for some basic needs.
If we begin to tackle those issues, we can influence healthdisparity rates.”
Kali Lindsey, senior director of

federal policy at Harlem United,
believes that the outreach to
Black MSM should address “not
only sexual health but physical
and emotional decisions as well
that drive our sexual behavior.”
He continues: “We also have to
stop letting our community off
the hook. More than half of our
gay men do not disclose samesex behavior to their primary care
physicians. That means that we
are missing many opportunities
to have key conversations about
sexual health. We can’t accept
that anymore.”
“We have to get comfortable
discussing sexuality,” says
Venton Jones, senior program
associate for communications for
NBGMAC, “in our Facebook discussions, faith settings, with
medical providers and in our
communities. That is critical for
the Black community.”
NBGMAC’s statement of recommendations also called attention to a study by the National
Medical Association that found
many of its members—almost exclusively Black doctors—were
“not willing to recommend HIV

testing because of social stigmas.” “That’s shameful,” says
Baker. ”Whatever the discomfort
some Black doctors may have in
talking about sex, they have to get
over it. Our people have been
through a helluva lot, from slavery
to segregation. And they’re uncomfortable talking about sex?”
xperience with a pediatrician
when he was a teenager. ”He said,
‘I get the sense that you might like
boys; is that okay for me to say?’
Then we had a conversation, and
he took care of my sexual health.
The conversation was loving and
respectful. He took his responsibility as an adult and a caretaker
[seriously], and guided me on a
path to being 50 years old and still
alive. Our institutions have to do
the same thing. We haven’t
shown youth that there’s a better
way to live.”
Rod McCullom has written and
produced for ABC News and NBC,
and his reporting and analysis
have appeared in Ebony, the Advocate, ColorLines and other media. McCullom blogs on politics,
pop culture and Black gay news
at rod20.com.
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THE ADAMS REPORT
Fashion, Beauty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .& Stuff
By Audrey Adams

Do you Ms. Judge?

Audrey Adams
Well, I promised you “stuff”
from time to time . . . and now, it
is that time again! You see,
there are times when you think
that you are doing all you can
do to be your best and
wouldn’t you know it . . . right
on your heels there are those
girlfriends who would try to
tear you down because they
feel threatened by your indomitable spirit. What to do? What
to do? Become the Teflon President? Easier said than done . .
.
If you are at all human then
you know it hurts, especially
when they try to tear you down
while disguising it as “constructive criticism” or a “friendly
aside.” At first you listen intently and as the conversation
progresses you begin to recognize the tell-tale signs of insidiousness creeping into the
so-called “well-meant” intentions. Or, maybe you listen to
the entire conversation, missing their intent completely and
the maliciousness of the review
hits you much later! Ouch!
So, how does one separate
the wheat from the chaff when
trying to decipher the message? Clearly the answer will
not be found in a Cracker Jack
decoder ring. No my dear, you

have to develop a highly sophisticated radar system to track all incoming
bull . . . oney (smiles)! Some women
have the bad habit of trying to
sabotage a friend’s success instead of supporting her efforts.
And . . . Some women are so
accustomed to sabotaging that
they are unaware that they even
engage in it! How on Earth did you
get yourself into this mess, you
ask? Part of the answer lies in misplaced trust and personal admiration; the other part is simple—you
lack street sense and get blindsided.
But when you interact with
friends and acquaintances remember that not everyone is your
friend! Someone reminded me that
if you don’t expect anything from
anyone then you won’t get hurt,
but I’m not one to think that way
because I look for the good in
people. There is, however, some
truth to knowing who and what
you are dealing with when choosing who to tell what. Below are
some fictitious types that you
might run into . . . .
Ms. Negativity: Will listen to
your good news and then proceed
to puncture your balloon by pointing out all that could go wrong.
Ms. Subterranean: Will listen to
your good news, hug you, jump
up and down with joy, even organize a celebration in your honor,
then unbeknownst to you, points
out all that could go wrong to your
mutual friends.
Ms. Can’thandleit: Will listen to
your good news, and then disappear for a long time afterward, even
though she seemed to be so happy

for you at the time.
Ms. Ditto: Will listen to your
good news, and then try to copy
your success for herself.
Ms. Righton: Will listen to
your good news and then offer
to do anything that she can to
help and follow through with
the promised support.
It would be easy to just limit
your conversations and interactions only to tried and true
friends and professional relationships, but real time in the
real world gets in the way. It
would be so boring to wait until
the perfect moment, friend or
acquaintance to come along
when you have good news . . .
If you choose to ignore your instincts, just remember that even
a Teflon coated skillet gets
scratched if you use the wrong
utensil. Think about it. See you
next week.
Visit my website:
theadamsreport.com and checkout my online radio show, Talk!
with Audrey for a series of interviews that will inform, motivate and inspire you. Discover
your personal power and use it
to create the life you want.
Audrey Adams, former director of corporate public relations and fashion merchandising for ESSENCE continues to
motivate and inspire women
through her syndicated columns and motivational speaking engagements. E-mail your
fashion, beauty and lifestyle
questions or comments to her
at:
Audrey@THEADAMSREPORT.com
THE ADAMS REPORT©

Boys and Girls Clubs of America officers and alumni, including media
stars Denzel Washington, Ashanti, Ron Howard and Lebron James,
gather to promote new PSA initiatives by the organization. (Courtesy
Photo)

Denzel and entertainers
launch Boys, Girls club
Special to the NNPA from the Jackie Joyner-Kersee, Shaquille
AFRO-American newspapers
O’Neal, Kerry Washington, Cuba
Gooding Jr. and more. According
Celebrity alumni of the Boys to the website, 4.1 million young
and Girls Clubs of America people are Boys and Girls Clubs of
flocked to Washington, D.C. to America members. There are nearly
launch a new PSA campaign, 4,000 chartered locations with a staff
which targets childhood obesity, of 50,000 nationwide. The organidropout rates and youth violence. zation states that 64 percent of parOscar-winning actor Denzel ticipants come from minority famiWashington, the club’s national lies.
spokesman and a Boys and Girls
Although Howard was not a
Clubs of America alum, led the member of the organization, he said
debut of the organization’s cam- he was honored to be called on by
paign film, “Great Futures Start Washington to direct the PSA. “I
Here,” directed by Academy don’t have Boys and Girls club in
Award winner Ron Howard. “We my personal history,” he said.
are very fortunate indeed to have “When Denzel told me about doRon Howard on our Boys and ing this PSA, it was kind of a great
Girls Club team,” Washington said moment…I do believe in what the
at the event.
Boys and Girls Club offers.”
The video features 21 alumni of Beyonce’s single “I Was Here”
the organization, including co- from her album “A” was selected as
spokesperson Jennifer Lopez, music for the video. Caption:

Where is the love?
Black successful marriages besieged on all sides, say advocates
year-old Whites has dipped from
By Starla Muhammad
Special to the NNPA from The 87 percent in 1960 to 65 percent
in 2007, according to a recent
Final Call
brief released by the Economic
Is there a systematic assault Policy Institute (EPI). During
the same time there was also a
on Black marriage?
Seemingly every week a new decrease among U.S.-born
poll, study or blog reports dis- Latinos from 84 percent to 54
heartening statistics and com- percent with the biggest drop
mentary on the abhorrent con- among Blacks from 71 percent to
ditions of Black men and Black 37 percent, a 34 percent decrease.
Data suggests Black men and
women in the United States,
adding fuel to the often fiery women would like to get married.
discussion of male-female rela- In 2008, 72.5 percent of Black
tionships and its effect on the people reported they will likely
disappearing intact traditional get married according to the National Survey of American Life,
Black family.
Poverty, unemployment, says EPI. In 2010, 65 percent of
health disparities, incarceration Blacks said a child needs a home
and financial hardships cut with both a mother and father.
The Honorable Elijah
across racial lines, especially
among the nation’s poor and Muhammad, patriarch of the Naworking class. All are contrib- tion of Islam, stressed the imporuting factors to decreasing tance of marriage and family to
his followers. His top student,
marriage rates, say analysts.
Marriage across the board Minister Louis Farrakhan,
has declined among Blacks, teaches marriage and family are
Latinos and Whites since 1960. not only the cornerstone and
Marriage among 30- to 44- foundation of a great nation, but

necessary and critical to the
very survival of the Black nation
in particular. Successful nation
building depends on strong marriage and family life teaches
Farrakhan.
Marriage prospects among
Blacks suffer because of a shortage of Black males, with 21 percent fewer Black males than Black
females ages 30- to 44 years old
not in prison or other institutions, reports EPI. The disproportionate number of unmarried
Black women is being used as
justification by some in advocating the push for professional
Black women to marry non-Black
men.
If Black women “limit themselves to Black men,” most will
either remain unmarried or wed
to a less-educated man who
earns less than they do, argues
Professor Ralph Richard Banks,
author of the recently released
book, “Is Marriage for White
People? How the African American Marriage Decline Affects

Everyone.”
The matrimonial dip is not
unique to any racial group but
because Black men are imprisoned and jailed at higher rates,
suffer higher rates of unemployment, coupled with a declining
share of good jobs results in the
“collateral consequence” of
marriage decline, reports EPI.
Growing up in Cleveland in a
predominately-Black neighborhood with plenty of two-parent
households to witness, Prof.
Banks saw the drastic decline
in Black marriages firsthand. He
is married to a Black woman he
has known since elementary
school and has three sisters but
says while Black women have
achieved tremendous success,
they are more likely than others
to be unmarried. Nearly 7 in 10
Black women are unmarried and
college-educated Black women
are twice as likely as their White
counterparts to be unwed, he
says. “Even as Black women
are doing really well in other

ways, they have good jobs, they
have education, you know they
are thriving in many ways but
then in this one way life hasn’t
quite come together as they’ve
imagined it would,” the Stanford
law professor told The Final Call.
College-educated Black women
will often have more in common
with their Asian, Latino or White
classmates than with the Black guy
they grew up with who did not go
to college, argues Prof. Banks.
This factor, along with the poor
economic and educational realities
of many Black men, is why Black
women should date outside of
their race, says the author of the
controversial new book.
“I’m
African American; I have three
boys who will be young Black men
in not too many years. So of
course I want a world where they
can thrive. It’s a tragedy that we
have as many Black men in jail as
we do. That there are so many that
are jobless, they’re under-per(CONTINUED ON PAGE 25)
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Evers, Bklyn D.A.’s office promote student law study
As part of a multidisciplinary
effort to increase student involvement in social justice initiatives, four Medgar Evers
College students have completed a summer internship
program in the Brooklyn District Attorney’s Office where
they learned what it takes to
become an attorney from some
of the borough’s top prosecutors.
The internships were part of
the new Community Justice
Program, which combines aspects of the Brooklyn D.A.’s
reentry and diversion programs with programs offered
by the college and creates additional opportunities for students interested in law and
social justice.
Nathalie Duton, 21, Landry
Sen, 20, Lissette Ortiz, 20, and
Omalola Marsh, 24, received a
behind-the-scenes look at the
day-to-day realities of working
in a prosecutor’s office. The
students worked in the appeals, early case assessment
and domestic violence bureaus, among others, playing
a role in reviewing and analyzing cases.
“The Medgar Evers students in our internship program were outstanding,” said
District Attorney Charles J.
Hynes, who spoke with the
students about the day-to-day

Medgar Evers College interns with Brooklyn D.A. Charles J. Hynes (from l to r): Nathalie Duton,
Omalola Marsh, DA Hynes, Lissette Ortiz, Landry Sen.
challenges faced by law enforcement. “We wanted them to
see how prosecutors make
tough decisions each day in our
pursuit of justice and our commitment to public safety.”
“Our students had a rich and
rewarding summer learning
firsthand the intricacies of our
legal system,” said Medgar

Evers College President Dr.
William L. Pollard.
“This internship solidified
their dreams of careers in law
and is another important component of our ongoing partnership with the Kings County
District Attorney’s Office.”
Each intern had responsibilities that included interview-

ing victims of crime, witnesses
and police officers involved in
arrests; sitting in on court
proceedings, including trials
and hearings; and handling
other aspects of real-life court
cases.
“Interviewing the officers
and witnesses was most important in building confi-

dence,” said Landry Sen, who is
an active member of the Medgar
Ever College Pre-Law Society.
All four students of this inaugural class of interns said they are
considering law school as the next
step in their academic careers. “It
was a great experience, especially
with me being a minority,” said
Omalola Marsh. “Medgar Evers
College and the District Attorney’s
Office created a great partnership,
and hopefully we can expand in
the future.”
Under the auspices of the Community Justice Program, a new
workshop series will be offered at
Medgar Evers College during the
fall semester. Entitled “Problem
Solving Justice: The Criminal Justice System as an Agent of Social
Change,” the workshops will be
taught by First Assistant District
Attorney Anne Swern and counsel to the District Attorney Lance
Ogiste.
The first session was scheduled
for Thursday, September 22, from
2 – 4:45 p.m. at 1150 Carroll Street
in Brooklyn, in room CM6. Additional sessions will be offered
later this fall.
“Working with these four ambitious students was a pleasure,”
said Ogiste. “They were dedicated
to learning the ins and outs of the
District Attorney’s Office and the
responsibilities entailed, and they
performed their assignments with
great ability.”

Massive parents, teachers, students gathering protests cuts
Three weeks into the 2011“We want to let Gov. Cuomo
2012 school year, local parents,(Missing
massive
parents)
knowfile:
that
NYC
schools are hurtstudents, teachers and commu- ing from his cuts. Twenty-six
nity members presented per- hundred teachers have been lost
sonal stories detailing how the through attrition. Almost 800
recent $1.3 billion cut to public school employees who are the
education have impacted their backbone of the school system
schools. The first-hand testi- have been fired. Art classes, mumonials were given to send a sic, tutoring services, aftermessage to the Governor and school programs and guidance
legislature that “School Cuts counselors have been elimiHurt”.
nated. This is unacceptable,”
The group of parents and ad- said Portia Armstrong with the
vocates called on their elected NYC Coalition for Educational
officials to take action to restore Justice.
cuts to classroom instruction
“We are losing over $160,000
and programs, and protested this year at my daughter ’s
layoffs of key City schools per- school, PS 121, in the Bronx. This
sonnel in their testimonials:
means we either must cut three
“Just weeks into the school teachers, all of our after-school
year, the stories of pain due to programs, or all of our school
massive state education budget aides. I don’t know how we’re
cuts are being echoed across going to survive when we are
the entire state of New York. Ef- already falling behind,” said
fective programs have been Michelle Chapman, NYCC parent
scaled back or eliminated. In leader.
addition, more than 10,000
“Governor Cuomo’s heartless
teaching and other critical staff budget hurts our children, hurts
positions have been cut. For their learning, hurts our schools
many students, particularly in and hurts our communities. My
high needs schools, the cuts children’s school, PS 73, in the
will serve as a huge stumbling Bronx, is losing $146,938! That
block to their educational suc- is about what a millionaire makes
cess. Parents and students are in a month!” said Millie Vargas,
calling out to the Governor and parent leader from United Partheir legislators for help,” said ents of Highbridge, Bronx.
Nikki Jones, communications
“I don’t want to hear from Gov.
director for the Alliance for Cuomo that these school cuts
Quality Education.
won’t hurt. That’s outrageous.

Gov. Andrew Cuomo
Our kids are struggling and our
classes are already overcrowded. At my school we’re
losing an art teacher, our afterschool program—and its very
likely that I will be losing my
parent coordinator,” said Carlos
Ruiz, PA president of the High
School for Law in District 3,
Manhattan.
“How can our top city and
state officials justify cutting
the heart out of public schools,
which overwhelmingly serve
poor and working class kids, in

order to provide still more for
the wealthy? Our district
schools have been decimated
losing most of their art, music,
gym, tutoring and after school
programs. Now we’re cutting
classroom teachers and parent
coordinators, our kids are facing class sizes of 30 or more,
and our principals cant even
afford toilet paper. All so that
the most fortunate among us
get a tax break? It’s absolute
lunacy,” said Noah E Gotbaum,
a public school parent of three
and a member of Community
District Education Council 3,
representing the Upper West
Side and parts of West/Central
Harlem.
“What’s happened this year
is simply unconscionable. Kindergartens at 27 kids per class;
2nd and 3rd grades at 36 and
37; high school classes at 41.
Despite a state law to reduce
class size, classes are the highest they have been in 11 years.
The Mayor ran for office in 2002
on a promise to reduce class
size in the early grades, and instead he has done the opposite. And now, instead of abiding by the building code and
reducing class size by hiring
new teachers, the DOE is
threatening to eject children
from their neighborhood
schools. The sad reality is that

the mayor and the governor have
been catering to the millionaires
and the billionaires over the needs
of our kids, and that has got to
stop,” said Leonie Haimson, executive director of Class Size Matters.
“In my son’s school, PS/IS 187,
continued budget cuts have translated into the loss of a middle
school principal, an art teacher for
the elementary school, a science
teacher for grade K to 2, and afterschool enrichment classes for all
children. I cannot fathom how with
these cuts the state and the city
expect a solid school like PS/IS 187
to improve—or even maintain academic achievement,” said Tory
Frye, parent from PS/IS 187 in
Washington Heights. “I was
shocked to find that this year’s
budget cuts led 34 students to be
squished together elbow-to-elbow
within a classroom in 5th grade—
that’s two students above the absolute maximum permitted amount
of 32 students,” said Summer Lord,
a parent from PS/IS 217 in
Roosevelt Island. “I’m ready to
fight as long as I need to, because
Governor Cuomo’s cuts are directly
squeezing out the opportunities in
my child’s future.” Across the state,
there will be a total of eight “School
Cuts Hurt” events varying from
rallies to press conferences. Other
events will be held in Massena,
Patchouge, Long Island, Rochester, Poughkeepsie, Albany, Buffalo
and Syracuse.
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Over 300 notables gather to praise
and celebrate the work of Urban Tech

By Audrey J. Bernard
Lifestyles & Society Editor
On Tuesday, September 20,
2011 more than 300 guests attended the National Urban Technology Center (Urban Tech) annual benefit at Capitale in New
York City honoring New York
Knicks legend, NBA All-Star and
founder/president of the John
Starks Foundation, John Starks;
Jessica Isaacs, Head of International Small and Medium Enterprises for Marsh, Inc. and chair,
Executive Leadership Council;
and South Bronx Principal of Intel
School of Distinction MS 223, the
Laboratory School of Finance and
Technology, Ramon Gonzalez.
Guests mixed and mingled at a
cocktail reception followed by fine
dining which was preceded by
warm welcoming remarks from
Urban Tech’s founder and president and IBM veteran Pat
Bransford.
During the awards program,
New York City Education Chancellor Dennis Walcott presented
the rising education star and recent White House "Champion of
Change" honoree Gonzalez with
the esteemed education leadership award. Starks received the
distinguished humanitarian
award, in absentia, from Rabbi
Joseph Potasnik, president of the
New York Board of Rabbis. Christopher Wallace, chairman, CEO
and founder of the Williams Capital Group and Morgan Stanley’s
Carla Harris presented Isaacs with
the coveted corporate leadership
award.
CBS2 News anchor Maurice
DuBois served as Master of Ceremonies. The gala was chaired
by Mrs. Michelle Paige Paterson
with Vernon E. Jordan Jr. and
Hugh B. Price serving as honorary chairs; and attracted many
head turners including HBO’s
“Nurse Jackie” star and stage veteran Dominic Fumusa, his wife,
actress Ilana Levine, hit TV series “Spin City” star Richard Kind,
Food Network star and executive
chef of Café Napoli, Chris
Nirschel, actresses Nadia Dajani
and Callie Thorne as well as
Broadway producers Stephen C.
Byrd and Alia Jones-Harvey.
Urban Tech formally announced the launch of the Adopta-School Support Network (ASN).
This network is an online community of schools and donors that
highlights the specific needs of
each institution providing a platform for ongoing interaction between Urban Tech, the schools
and supporters to deliver help to

NYC Education Chancellor Dennis Walcott presents South Bronx MS 223 Principal Ramon
Gonzalez with education leadership award

NYC Education Chancellor Dennis
Walcott, founder and president of Urban
Tech Pat Bransford, CBS2 anchor and
Master of Ceremonies Maurice DuBois

Honorees, Jessica Isaacs, Head of International Small and Medium
Enterprises at Marsh, Inc. and MS 223 Principal Ramon Gonzalez,
gala general chair Michelle Paige Paterson

Shirlene Jackson, friend of John Starks, accepts humanitarian award on his behalf
schools and students quickly.
The educational evening celebrated Urban Tech’s sixteen years
of success in transforming 460,000
young lives through the implementation of 750 computer training
centers and (creation or foundation) of 200 youth development

programs through technology
and training.
Urban Tech is a 501(c) (3) nonprofit education technology corporation. Their mission is to
transform lives and communities
through the power of technology.
They accomplish their mission by

Broadway producers Stephen Byrd and
Alia M.Jones

Kathy Zuckerman, IlanaLevine, Dominic Fumusa, founder and
president of Urban Tech Pat Bransford

Presenter Carla Harris, founder
and president of Urban Tech Pat
Bransford
partnering with schools and community-based organizations
(CBOs) to implement two flagship
programs: Youth Leadership Academy (YLA) and SeedTech.
Proceeds from the event benefit
YLA that supplements core academic subjects by strengthening

MS 223 Principal Ramon
Gonzalez, Al Brown
the students’ social and emotional
skills, computer literacy, and higherorder thinking abilities, which are
essential for shaping the academic
performance and career outcomes
of the young. For more information
visit www.urbantech.org.
(Photos by Monika Graff)

President Obama to CBC: — “Put On Your Marching Shoes”

Edited by Audrey J. Bernard
Lifestyles & Society Editor
When speaking before black
audiences, President Barack
Obama tends to be more charismatic in his delivery. He just
plays the room differently –
gripping and galvanizing, with
a preacher-like cadence that can
sometimes rise to a holler at
points of emphasis.
That was certainly the case
on Saturday night, September
24, 2011 at the annual Phoenix
Awards Dinner, the culminating
event of the 41st Congressional
Black Caucus Foundation’s
Annual Legislative Conference
(CBC).
Hosted by local news anchor
Maureen Bunyan and actor Hill
Harper (also a former Harvard
Law classmate of the president’s),
this year’s black-tie ceremony
honored EPA Administrator Lisa
P. Jackson for her attention to
environmental health impacts on
the poor through the agency;
boxer and entrepreneur George
Foreman for his Houston-based
ministry and youth charity work;
civil rights leader and Southern
Christian Leadership Conference founder Joseph Lowery for
his lifelong commitment to justice; and Georgia Congressman
John Lewis for his bravery in
SNCC and the Freedom Rides
during the 1960s.
Powerful as the awards presentations was the event’s
standout moment — President
Obama’s speech — which centered on faith and perseverance
during hard times (while also
pushing his jobs bill and deficit-reduction plan, naturally).
The president opened his remarks with an anecdote about a
sermon he once heard Reverend
Lowery deliver, which professed
that there’s “good crazy” and
“bad crazy” – and sometimes
you need a little bit of the good
crazy, fueled by faith, to make
the world a better place.
“No matter how hard things
get, we keep the faith. We keep
fighting; we keep moving forward,” President Obama said,
before detailing the direness of
the times we’re in, with a specific emphasis on African-American struggle.
“The unemployment rate for
Black folks went up to nearly 17
percent — the highest it’s been
in almost three decades. Forty
percent, almost, of African
American children are living in
poverty; fewer than half convinced that they can achieve Dr.
King’s dream. You’ve got to be
a little crazy to have faith during such hard times. It’s heartbreaking, and it’s frustrating.
And I ran for president, and the
members of the CBC ran for Congress, to help more Americans
reach that dream,” he concluded.

President Barack Obama

Social Media Small Business Panelists Hajje Flemings, Chris Genteel, Wayne Sutton, Congressman Hansen Clarke, Patricia Cesaire,
Susan Gonzales, Clyde D. Edwards

Rev. Jessie Jackson with supporter

Congressman Gregory Meeks, Councilwoman Inez Dickens and sup- Save and Mentor Youth Panelists
Isiah Thomas, Susan L. Taylor
porters
“Pass this Jobs Bill!”
Next President Obama touted
some of his efforts to stabilize the
economy and provide a safety net
for the poor and unemployed, including multiple tax cuts, financial
regulatory reform, a near doubling
of Pell Grants, an extension of unemployment insurance, and health
care reform.
“Ask the family struggling to
make ends meet if that extra few
hundred dollars in their mother’s
paycheck from the payroll tax cut
we passed made a difference,” he
said. “Ask the engineering student at an HBCU who thought he
might have to leave school if that
extra Pell Grant assistance mattered.”
Acknowledging that there’s far
more work needed for the

country’s economic pain, the
president hit his selling points
for his jobs bill and deficit reduction plan, again urging Congress
to act on them.
“These Republicans in Congress like to talk about job creators. How about doing something real for job creators? Pass
this jobs bill, and every small
business owner in America, including 100,000 black-owned
businesses, will get a tax cut,”
he said, of the American Jobs
Act, his voice rising to a near
shout and the audience jumping
to its feet. “You say you’re the
party of tax cuts. Pass this jobs
bill, and every worker in America,
including nearly 20 million African American workers, will get a
tax cut.”

Addressing opposition to the
bill, the president assumed a
somewhat taunting posture. “The
kinds of ideas in this plan, in the
past, have been supported by
both parties. Suddenly President
Obama is proposing it — what
happened?” he said, looking
around in mock confusion. “Y’all
used to like to build roads. Right?
What happened?”
On his deficit reduction proposal, the president stressed his
vision for a new “Buffet Rule” tax
law – and played it sharply
against Republican proposals to
allow the current payroll tax cut
for all working Americans to expire. “The reform we’re proposing is based on a simple principle:
Middle-class folks should not
pay higher tax rates than million-

aires and billionaires. That’s not
crazy — or it’s good crazy,” said
the president.
“The Republicans are already
dusting off their old talking points.
‘That’s class warfare,’ they say. In
fact, in the next breath, they’ll complain that people living in poverty
— people who suffered the most
over the past decade — don’t pay
enough in taxes. That’s bad crazy,”
Obama said to thunderous applause.
“When you start saying – at a
time when the top one-tenth of 1
percent has seen their incomes go
up four or five times over the last
20 years, and folks at the bottom
have seen their incomes decline —
and your response is that you
want poor folks to pay more? Give
me a break.”
The president closed by telling
the audience not to give in to discouragement. “Throughout our
history, change has often come
slowly. Progress often takes time,”
he said. “It’s never easy. And I
never promised easy. Easy has
never been promised to us. But we
have had faith. We’ve had that
good kind of crazy that says, ‘You
can’t stop marching.’”
Obama continued in this vein,
with knowing references to the civil
rights heroes honored during the
night’s awards ceremony. “Even
when folks are hitting you over the
head, you can’t stop marching.
Even when they’re turning the
hoses on you, you can’t stop,” he
said, building into an oratory crescendo that had the crowd cheering him on.
“With patient and firm determination, I am going to press on for
jobs. I’m going to press on for
equality. I’m going to press on for
the sake of our children. I’m going to press on for the sake of all
those families who are struggling
right now. I don’t have time to feel
sorry for myself. I don’t have time
to complain. I am going to press
on.
“I expect all of you to march with
me and press on. Take off your
bedroom slippers, put on your
marching shoes. Shake it off. Stop
complaining, stop grumbling, stop
crying. We are going to press on.
We’ve got work to do, CBC.”
(Photos by Seitu Oronde)
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Beacon On
De’Borah Bernard Jennings loses battle with cancer
De’Borah Bernard Jennings
passed away on Wednesday,
September 7, 2011 at Sloan
Kettering Hospital having succumbed to a year-long fight with
pancreatic cancer. Her funeral
took place on Wednesday, September 14, 2011 at 7:00 p.m. at St.
Mary’s Church in Brooklyn, New
York with The Rev. Gerald W.
Keucher presiding over the celebration of her life that was followed by a repast in the church’s
Johnson Hall.
The services were attended by
her immediate family members,
politicians, elected officials, community and business leaders, and
colleagues from the many places
where her presence was felt and
where she left a lasting impression on staff and students alike.
The family wishes to thank with
gratefulness Fairhaven Funeral
Chapel, Inc., Fred Powell of the
top Brooklyn florist Barbara’s
Flowers, and the Vestry of St.
Mary’s Anglican/Episcopal
Church.
De’Borah Bernard-Jennings
was born on July 7, 1951 in
Brooklyn, New York to Samuel
Davis Bernard, Sr. and Lillian
Odessa Bond. She was the
youngest of five siblings and
was known as Debbie to her family and close friends. She was an
avid collector of Black memorabilia, Hummels and Lladro. She
loved to cook and ran a small
bakery business selling cakes
and pies through the internet
and at flea markets. She gave
great family dinner parties, and
sitting down for meals was always an important ritual for her.
In 1972 she met James Russell
Jennings, Sr. of Harlem, New
York. After a five-year courtship,
they married on December 30,
1977. They had a son, James
Russell Jennings Jr. She was a
devoted and loving wife and
mother. She lived to see her son
realize his lifelong dream of helping the underserved by becoming a physician when he graduated this past spring with honors from Touro College of Osteo-

“I have fought a good fight. I have finished my course. I have kept the
faith: Henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness, which
the Lord, the righteous judge, shall give me at that day.” (II Timothy 4:7-8)

pathic Medicine in Harlem, New
York.
De’Borah attended PS 221 in
Crown Heights, Ditmars J.H.S. in
East Flatbush and graduated from
the honors program at Eramus Hall
High School in 1969. She received
a B.F.A. from the School of Visual
Arts with a major in Graphic Design.
She was awarded an M.S.W. by
Hunter College with a major in
Group Work and a minor in Administration. She received a post-Masters degree in Family Therapy from
Hunter College; and received numerous New York State certifications in social work and related disciplines. After her post-Masters
degree, she pledged Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc.
From 1994 until her passing,
Jennings worked for the Board of
Education as a LYFE social worker.
Prior to that she was a counselor
for the New York City Spark Program where she worked with special needs students. For several
years she was a group facilitator at
the Family Research Project of New
York. She also worked as a family
therapist at the Boys Harbor of New
York.
De’Borah was an assistant instructor at Columbia University’s Project
Double Discovery where she
worked with students being trained
in counseling. She was an Adjunct
Professor of Social Work at Metropolitan College of New York formerly known as Audrey Cohen College of Human Services. She
taught classes in values and ethics, human services and work at
Touro College. She was a counselor with the Police Athletic League
and for many years evaluated and
counseled clients referred to her by
the New York State Department of
Motor Vehicles for offenses related
to substance abuse.
De’Borah was preceded in death
by her sister Faye Norma Sherod
and brother Samuel Davis Bernard
Jr. She is survived by her husband
and son and siblings Marilyn
Dolores Mosley and Audrey
Jacqueline Bernard, a host of
nieces, nephews, cousins, friends
and colleagues. (Photos by Audrey
J. Bernard)

Atlantic Records recently held a fabulous reunion at the popular Sugar Bar Restaurant in Manhattan. Attending the afternoon affair were several alumni (L-R) Sylvia Rhone,
Roberta Flack, Lu Willard, Andrea, Primus Robinson, Evonne Swann, Gloria Foster, Barbara J. Harris, Arnold J. Smith, Ron Colez, Joan Shingles Emory, Don Ringgold and
Simo Doe
(Photos: Ronnie Wright)
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Mid-Manhattan
Branch
NAACP
celebrates
45th anniversary at tenth annual luncheon
By Audrey J. Bernard
Lifestyles & Society Editor
On Saturday, September 17,
2011, the Mid-Manhattan Branch
NAACP hosted its much anticipated annual Freedom Fund Benefit luncheon at Marina del Rey.
Following a lovely reception that
featured an abundance of food
and open bar, event chair Kyndell
A. Reid, Esq. welcomed guests
and this year’s esteemed honorees to celebrate the NAACP MidManhattan’s 45th Anniversary
and the 10th annual benefit luncheon.
During lunch, NBC4 news anchor and Master of Ceremony
DeMarco Morgan introduced the
honorees that included Vy
Higginsen, CEO of the MaMa I
want to Sing Foundation; Paul
T. Williams, Jr. president of the
Dormitory Authority of the State
of New York, Tamika Mallory,
National executive director of the
National Action Network, one of
the leading civil rights organizations founded by the Rev. Al
Sharpton; Jacqueline Pelzer, executive directors of Early Steps;
Dr. Dottye J. Seales, NAACP
Mid-Manhattan membership
chairperson; Errol Lewis, host of
“Inside City Hall” NY 1; and the
Law Firm of Block, O’Toole &
Murphy.
“Every year the NAACP MidManhattan Branch recognizes
the diversity, strong dedication
and support that each honoree
brings to the community, stated
Reid.
Governor David A. Paterson,
honorable Keith L.T. Wright, Dr.
Marcella Maxwell and Noel
Hankin served as honorary
chairs. The 2011 benefit luncheon
and journal committee chaired by
Reid was co-chaired by Claire
Theobalds and Jean Dixon West.
The hot afternoon happening
featured a live band that kept
guests out on the dance floor.
Hats off to the honorees and the
NAACP Mid-Manhattan Branch
as they celebrate their 45th Anniversary. Here’s to 45 more! (Photos by Gideon Manasseh)

Jean Dixon West, Hon Charles B. Rangel, Barbara Bolden, Marion
Bondurant

Comptroller John Lui, Councilwomen Inez Dickens, Kyndell A. Reid,
Theresa Freeman, Geoff Eaton, Tamika Mallory, Londel Davis, Jr.,
Rev Al Sharpton, Hacel N. Dukes

Daniel Paterson, Kyndell A. Reid, Jacqueline Pelzer, Geoff Eaton

Garry A Johnson, Daniel Paterson, Claire Theobalds, Kyndell A. Reid,
Vy Higginsen, Jean Dixon West, Edith Matthews, Geoff Eaton

Hon. George Silver, Kyndell A. Reid, Block & Murphy, Geoff Eaton

Daniel Paterson, Kyndell A. Reid, Errol Lewis and wife, Anna
Lewis, Geoff Eaton

Phil Banks, Inez Dickens, Londel Davis, Jr.

Harriett Fortson, Denise Hamilton, Billie Holliday, Maxine Simmons, Jean Dixon West, Ruther Miller, Edith Matthews, DeMarco Morgan, Kyndell A. Reid
Anna Lewis

Paul T. & Amy Williams

Marion Bondurant, Dr. Roscoe Brown, Jean Dixon West, Jan Blumfeld
Reese and Early Reese
Dr. Marcella Maxwell, Ruth Clark

At Lehman Center

‘Mary Mary’ in concert in the Bronx
By Deardra Shuler
Contributing Scribe
The Bronx is going to be filled
with praise and jubilation when
gospel artists and 3-time Grammy
Award winners Mary Mary make
their Lehman Center for the Performing Arts debut and exclusive
appearance on Sunday, October
9, for a 7p.m., performance. The
performing arts venue is located
at 250 Bedford Park Blvd West, in
the Bronx, and is blending different gospel genres by featuring the
contemporary gospel of Mary
Mary and the traditional gospel
of Jubilation. Jubilation is also
Grammy Award winners having
won a 2010 Best Traditional Gospel Album for “Oh Happy Day.”
Songwriters, Mary and Tina
wrote many of the songs on their
current album “Something Big.”
Starting off their career by touring with several gospel groups
and performing in gospel stage
plays, they occasionally found
themselves doing back up singing as well. The duo sang with
Brian McKnight and toured with
Eric Benet for a while. “We learned
a lot about the music business,
stage and crew while working with
these singers and groups. It was
a great teaching lesson for us,”
said Erica who was Brandi’s
backup singer for a short time.
“We write many of our own
songs. Our process is very organic. In fact, when writing the
music for “Something Big,” we
simply sat down and picked up
pen and paper and just allowed
the inspiration to come. We did
not force it. We do not start thinking about what is playing on the
radio or what do the record labels
want or what’s new in music.
“That might mess up our natural flow. In fact, we decided to
pray and the idea of doing something big came to us. After all,
God is Big and we should all want
to live big, love big and do big
things. We ended up writing and
recording our song in 30 minutes
and well “Something Big” came
out of it,” said Tina.
The road can often reaps
havoc on a performer’s family life.

However, Tina and Erica have managed to make things work by
oftentimes taking the kids on the
road with them when possible.
“Being a mother comes first and
foremost before being Mary
Mary,” both singers declared. “Between school, nannies, husbands,
music, and careers we find a way
to make everything work,” said
Erica who is presently pregnant
with her third child.
Mary Mary has partnered with
the American Red Cross for disaster relief. “We had a song entitled
“Survive” on our “Something Big”
CD, so once all these natural disasters started happening, we
thought the song was fitting. We
thought: Yeah, it’s bad, but there
are lots of people making it through
despite it all and surviving.
“So we teamed up with the Red
Cross to do a video using our song
“Survive” as an anthem for those
people who are overcoming these
disasters. Sometimes tragedies
give us strength and help us endure. We encourage folks to donate to the Red Cross to help survivors keep on surviving” said the
duo.
Although the ladies are award
winners, having garnered two
American Music Awards, an
NAACP Image Award as well as a
BET Award, they say their biggest
reward is their fans. Being able to
touch their fans and in some way
affect the lives of those around
them. “It’s important to make a difference in the lives of others and
our communities. We try to give
hope through our music, inspiration and encouragement for people
to go out and get involved and do
something for the elderly and for
those in need.
“If people can donate monies
they should but there are all kinds
of ways to give. By using your
gifts and resources, skills and abilities, volunteer or lend a helping
hand. Get involved with your
churches and those services that
offer outreach to others,” said the
duo who are themselves conducting a “Do Something Big” campaign, wherein they implore folks
to think big, love big and provide
big service to their neighborhoods,

friends, families and community
in general.
Born in Inglewood, California,
God and music has always played
an essential role in the sisters’
lives. After studying vocal performance at El Camino College,
they eventually met songwriter/
producer Warryn Campbell, who
is now married to Erica. Warryn
has been an important factor in
the sister lives. He helped them
secure a song publishing deal
with EMI, and remains their longtime producer and collaborator.
Coincidentally both sister’s lives
have parallels since both are married to unrelated men whose surname is Campbell. The sisters
have received writing and performance credits on soundtracks
and songs recorded by various
artists but kicked off their own
success via their debut album
“Thankful,” wherein the single
“Shackles (Praise You)” skyrocketed. The sisters certified gold
with “Incredible” which followed
“Thankful.” Then came “Mary
Mary” in 2005, featuring their hits
“Heaven,” “Yesterday” and “The
Real Party.” A Mary Mary Christmas album brought even further
success.
“Although we have performed
in the Bronx before we have not
performed at Lehman Center until now, so we are looking forward
to turning out the house with our
particular style of inspirational
music,” both singers stated. “We
want our music to offer hope. To
be uplifting and to let both
young and old know there are all
types of gospel music, ours is
inspired by R&B, jazz and praise.
“You simply have to be dead
if you do not feel something
when listening to our music because we make you want to get
on your feet. It’s all good. So we
encourage you to get down to
the box office and get those tickets to come see us,” said the ladies. Interested parties can obtain tickets to the Mary Mary
concert at the Lehman Center Box
Office, by calling 718-960-8833
and/or by going on line at
www.LehmanCenter.org. Parking Mary Mary are Grammy, NAACP, BET and American Music Award
winners
is free.

Keke Palmer battles bullying
With the start of a new school season, across the country, the YWCA USA and “Saving
Our Daughters” have created an alliance to help combat the issues of bullying and abuse
with young people throughout our nation.
This partnership is currently rolling out with Interscope singer/actress Keke Palmer,
(PICTURED), who will lend her time and support to both organizations’ efforts. Keke has
long been associated with organizations that work to bring awareness and change to communities throughout the world.
Palmer was particularly impacted by the life of a 12-year-old friend and one of her biggest
fans, Iliss Marie Benjamin, who fought a tough battle against brain cancer and sadly lost.
During her fight, Iliss experienced the cruelty of bullying like so many young cancer victims.
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Designer Stephen Burrows’ spiffy
spring 2012 show is bold & beautiful
Designer Stephen Burrows

Designer Stephen Burrows' line was what has become synonymous with his name
– bold and beautiful! The old school designer used stripes, bright and bold
designs with a touch of animal print to win over his audience. Swing skirts, body
fitting dresses – long and short, capacious pants, short shorts and great jackets
with oversized collars were burrowlicious! His use of red white and blue stripes
kicked off one of the liveliest shows of the season and a timely look for
politicalnistas with the 2012 campaign right around the corner. A sleek army of
playful models led by the designer’s old friend and runway model Pat Cleveland’s
daughter Anna was a hoot! Jersey was his material of choice from bodysuits to
oversize scarves. It made for fascinating rhythm on the catwalk!

(from page 16)
forming educationally. That’s a
failure that’s everybody’s
fault,” says Prof. Banks. .
Professor Banks argues
Black women do not marry because they have too few
choices, and Black men because they have too many. Further, he insists, somehow the
commitment Black women have
to Black men “weakens” the
Black family.
Professor Banks says federal
and state programs are needed
to address the many problems
plaguing Black men but that his
book “is about what to do in
the meantime.”
The effect of declining marriage is based in the root cause

of the legacy and system of White
supremacy which has strategically undermined family in the
Black community and skewed the
God-centered reality that serves
as the foundation of a strong marriage and to suggest that Black
women “look elsewhere” is insulting, argues Black marriage advocates.
“There absolutely is
an ongoing assault on Black marriage because there is an assault
on the Black family because the
Black family is the base of wealth
and reproduction. The Black
family provides stability, selflove and self-acceptance,” says
Attorney Ava Muhammad, a student minister for the Nation of Islam and a national spokesperson
for Min. Farrakhan.
“In order to destabilize the
family you want to start at its root,

which is marriage.” Muhammad
told The Final Call.
The concept of family runs in
opposition to a society dominated by White supremacy and
an economic ideal based on
“free” labor when chattel slavery was outlawed, adds the
popular author and lecturer.
“Law enforcement policies that
contribute to higher Black incarceration rates deflate the size
of the Black workforce and the
pool of marriage-eligible Black
men,” notes the “Reducing
Poverty and Increasing Marriage Rates Among Latinos and
African Americans” EPI policy
brief.
“If 2010 unemployment and
incarceration rates for Blacks
and Whites were the same, almost two million additional

Blacks would have been in the
American workforce.”
Current policies in America’s
criminal justice system have ensured significant numbers of the
potential Black workforce is in
prison and upon release, it is
more difficult to find work, adds
EPI. The ability for a man to be
in a position to support a family
before he gets married is an important factor across all racial
lines, says the report.
“You have two things going
on simultaneously. You have
the Black man being bombarded
with media images and concepts
which continually inflict on his
brain this idea that his own
woman is undesirable.
On the side of the woman, you
have her now being bombarded
with this idea that the man is incapable,” says Muhammad.
Why would you look outside of
your own kind because of employment and level of educageting the Wall Street area and tion? she asks. “That makes no
all of lower Manhattan because of its close accessibility to the Barclays Center. The
Get All Access to JAY-Z advertisement can be seen on
(from page 6)
250,000 coffee cups sold in
delicatessens and other loca- gion.
tions where coffee is sold, 150
The pledge taken by the men
taxi tops throughout Manhat- assembled on the National Mall
tan, telephone kiosks strategi- 16 years ago was a solemn promcally located in SoHo and ise to respect women, care for their
Tribeca, in several print publi- children, rebuild their communications, and on a billboard ties, enter into international trade
across the street from the and commerce and refrain from
Barclays Center site. The cam- unwarranted acts of violence on
paign also includes a major di- one another.
rect mail component.
The march unleashed a tidal
wave of activity that beat back the
Republican onslaught to capture
Congress and 1.7 million additional Black voters put the Democratic Party back in office. Thoutecting the Titanic—a burdened sands of children were adopted,
boat enjoined to give right of which was one of the march platway—rather than protecting the forms, while urban peace activists
child’s small privileged boat went to work curbing violence,
struggling without power to reach which led to a drop in urban crime
safe harbor? What can you do?
Demand your political leaders
protect the child’s small boat—
the privileged boat—and tell the
powerful burdened boat to give
them the right of way.
(from page 2)
Marian Wright Edelman is a
lifelong advocate for disadvantaged Americans and is the presi- On behalf of the Congressional
dent of the Children’s Defense Black Caucus, Chairman Cleaver
Fund (CDF). Under her leader- delivered remarks. “He loves this
ship, CDF has become the country so much that he risked
nation’s strongest voice for chil- death and survival for it. Go and
do likewise,” Cleaver said. “His
dren and families.
personality is like a basketball:
when it hits the ground, it always
bounces back up.”

Widespread bias continues
(from page 17)
“We are proud to announce
this highly anticipated decision to name the team the
Brooklyn Nets, a choice which
reflects the decades-long tradition of our team and fans, as
well as the dynamic new place
that will be our home,” Nets
Chairman Chris Charlier said.
“JAY-Z embodies the spirit of
Brooklyn - its energy, guts and
spirit. We are delighted our
friend and partner will be opening the Barclays Center.”
“JAY-Z is truly the face of

the Barclays Center and of the
Brooklyn Nets,” Brett Yormark
said. “There’s no better alignment than to have a world-class
venue and team with a worldclass entertainer.”
In celebration of his announcements, JAY-Z welcomed
25 students to the event from his
alma
m a t e r,
G e o rg e
We s t i n g h o u s e H i g h S c h o o l ,
which is located one mile from
the Barclays Center site.
The Nets unveiled a new
multi-faceted marketing campaign for the fall phase of the
All Access Pass featuring JAYZ. The campaign is mainly tar-

The Million Man March

Is our nation on the Titanic?
(from page 12)
rich and poor? Will these cuts
make us a more or less secure society? Where has our common
sense gone? Where has our
moral sense gone? Are there no
bottom lines? Will children’s
lives continue to be cut, ignored,
and neglected because they
don’t vote or lobby or make campaign contributions? Will they
continue to be punished for parents they did not choose and are
not responsible for? Do we just
let them die, go homeless, hungry, and unhealthy when jobless
parents cannot provide the basic

necessities of life through no fault
of their own?
The Children’s Defense Fund’s
trademarked logo is based on the
old fisherman’s prayer—“Dear
Lord be good to me. The sea is so
wide and my boat is so small.” It
shows a tiny little sail boat on a
vast sea drawn by a young child
many years ago based on the
prayer. Never has it seemed more
poignant and appropriate than today as our children are being
tossed all about in a rough and
uncertain sea of life without rafts
by killer economic and political
waves from the wakes of gigantic,
powerful ocean liners—capsizing
small child boats. Is our nation pro-

creases and gained key financial
support from leading Republican
fundraisers. He built a broad coalition in Jacksonville, much as
Ron Brown had done two decades ago for the Democratic
Party.
Most important, Alvin Brown
was able to gain support from
whites while aggressively energizing a base of African-Americans. In fact, one of the

campaign’s strategies was to significantly increase the black turnout, which it accomplished.
Brown also gave voters reasons
to like him. He came across as energetic, aggressive and confident yet
humble, hardworking and the type
of person with values who was at
ease joining anyone for a beer, a
cup of coffee or a glass of wine.
As unusual as it may sound, perhaps the president of the United
States could learn lessons about
politics and personality from the

rates. Fathers reunited with their
children and mentoring programs,
businesses and other communitybuilding initiatives took place.
“The main thing about the Million Man March that makes it so important in our history, is that it was
a march that we created on our own,
and we paid for it on our own. It
brought about a unity for the first
time, a unity of Black men, coming
together for common cause and to
face a common problem. It brought
us from every area of persuasion that
you could find us, in America,” Min.
Muhammad continued.
“There were Christians, Muslims,
nationalists, integrationists and
separatists. From every philosophical and religious persuasion and
political persuasion, you could find
us there at the Million Man March.”

Rangel portrait unveiled

Lessons of Jacksonville Mayor’s race
(from page 8)

sense at all because level of education and jobs, they are an effect,
they’re not a cause of anything,”
says Muhammad.
Muhammad says there needs to
be promotion of the many successful Black marriages that exist
and an end to pretending there are
no successful ones.
“Let’s talk about the millions
who have worked and struggled
to keep their marriages together at
a time when 50 percent of all marriages across the board are
doomed for failure,” she says.
“More importantly, this is why
we have to become self-contained
as a community. We’re not able to
focus on one another because
we’re too fixated on attempting to
follow, copy, please the children
of our slave-masters.
And as long as we are with them,
we’re going to be ruled by them
because we’re not focusing on
self-development; we’re focusing
on what they think,” says
Muhammad.

new mayor of Jacksonville.
Craig Kirby is a Washingtonbased political consultant, who
managed Alvin Brown’s mayoral
campaign and was its chief strategist.
America’s Wire is an independent, non-profit news service run
by the Maynard Institute for Journalism Education.
For more information, visit
www.americaswire.org or contact
Michael K. Frisby at:
mike@frisbyassociates.com.

Subscribe and advertise at New York Beacon
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Senator Gillibrand added, “He
pulled himself from nothing to
make a lasting career. He was always there for me. He’s a champion for working families and a
champion for those who are most
at risk and the least fortunate. He
is an extraordinary voice and
friend.”
Rangel delivered some remarks
after his wife, Alma Rangel, officially unveiled his portrait: “I’m
deeply moved, but this no substitute for the funeral,” Rangel joked.
He then turned serious, thanking
his wife, family, staff and friends,
including portrait artist Simmie
Knox, New York City Councilwoman Inez E. Dickens, NY State
Assemblyman Keith L.T. Wright,
Reverend Calvin O. Butts, III, who
gave the invocation, paid tribute

to the House Ways and Means Committee and Chairman Camp, House
Leadership, Congressional Black
Caucus, NY Congressional Delegation, and expressed his love for
America.
“This truly is the greatest nation
on earth,” Rangel said. “Despite the
prevailing challenges of poverty,
racism, and social challenges, no
country does better for its people
than the United States. It is up to us
in Congress to understand that this
isn’t about due process but compassion for our brothers and sisters, we
have to pause from our elections to
get this country back to work.”
Rangel concluded: “I hope that
people think of others and themselves when people ask what you’ve
done. It is not about you but the
less fortunate among us.”
“You have my prayers for
strength, warmth and health to continue your great work. You’re a man
of faith, and dedicated to the principle of Tikkun olam - rebuild the
world. Bless Charlie with strength,
health and fulfillment,” Rabbi Arthur
Schneier stated in the benediction.
JoSunJari, a sibling string trio of
classical musicians from Rangel’s
district, performed throughout the
ceremony and reception.
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WHAT’S GOING ON
being dissolved and the Frederick
Douglass Academy, a college prep
school within the NYC public
school system, which spawned 4
satellite schools.

By Victoria Horsford
HOT TOPICS
There is something wrong in
America and its criminal justice
system, which was exemplified
last week when the state of Georgia killed Troy Davis, an African
American inmate who always argued that he was innocent. Most
of the witnesses to the murder for
which he was convicted recanted.
Prosecutors evidence to the jury
was tainted and many jurors conveyed misgivings about the conviction. The US Supreme Court
had no mercy.
There is no place for capital punishment in civilized society. When
will the US catch up with the rest
of the Western World. The Davis
death is a tragedy and stain on
the country’s moral character.
Why did the Jamaica’s Prime Minister Bruce Golding, 63, announce
his resignation a few days ago.
As soon as his Jamaica Labor
Party elects a new leader, he is
gone. The new JLP leader will not
only head the Party but automatically becomes the Prime Minister. Does Golding’s departure
have anything to do with Jamaican crime boss, Christopher
“Dudus” Coke, now in US custody for international drug trafficking and murder, who entered
a plea deal in federal courts and
who may have implicated some
of Jamaican politicos whom he
supported?

BLACK ENTERPRISE
The Carib News 16th Annual Caribbean Multi-National Business
Conference will convene on November 3-6 in at the Sandals
Grande Riviera Resort, in Ocho
Rios, Jamaica. Harvard Law Professor Charles Ogletree, prolific
author, will be among the cuttingedge Business Conference participants, who include Mayor David
Dinkins, Danny Bakewell and
Andy Young, among others. Professor Ogletree will be joined by
fellow authors like Terry McMillan
and businessman Michael V. Roberts who wrote
“Action Has No Season;” John
Hope Bryant; and Victoria Rowell
at the Conference.
For more info, call 212.944-1991 or
visit caribnewsconference.com

sails this month with “Makeda,”
a novel by Randall Robinson, set Harry Belafonte, Ruby Dee and
in the early 50s at the dawn of philanthropist and fine artist
Danny Simmons are honorees at
the civil rights era.
the Harlem Arts Alliance’s 5th AnIf mental calesthenics is your nual Harlem Arts Advocacy Week
thing, read RACE UNBOUND, (HAAW) kickoff set for October
Harvard Professor Orlando 3. Actual HAAW is October 2-9.

Regrets to the Richard Allen Center For Culture and Arts RACCA
omission last week. RACCA hosts
its First Reading Series, featuring
the works of the New Harlem Playwrights 21, a group of writers, including Laurence Holder, Count
Stoval, et.al., who develop works
for either theatre or film production
series runs through October 2 at the
Seaport Salon, located at the Shooting Star Theater, 40 Peck Slip, NY,
NY near the South Street Seaport.
Call 917.239.6690 for more info.

PEOPLE IN THE NEWS
Ten years ago, President Ruth
Simmons made history when she
was named President of Brown
University, a first for an African
American in the Ivy League. Ms.
Simmons announced that she departs the presidency at the end of
the current school year and that
she will return to the classroom
as a Comparative Lit andAfrican
American Studies professor. She
denies that she is headed to US
Education Department.

The Museum for African Art
(MfAA) hosts its first Annual Fall
Benefit and Silent Auction, honoring leaders in African Art and Philanthropy, on October 6, at the new
MfAA headquarters on Museum
Mile at 1280 Fifth Avenue, on 110
Street, Manhattan. The event honorees are Charles Benenson, 19132004, founding MfAA trustee and
devoted benefactor and Mannie
Jackson, Owner/Chairman of the
Harlem Globetrotters. Tickets are
$1000 and north to $50,000 for sponsorships. To preview silent auction
items, which ran the gamut from
$200 for object d’art to $10,000 for
a trip for two to South Africa. Visit
MfAA.org

Maathai

The Riverside Theatre and Dr. Bill
Cosby hosted the LEGACY TO
PROMISE gala on September 26,
and honored two culture luminaries, actress Phylicia Rashad and
jazz drum virtuoso Roy Haynes,
at the Riverside Theatre housed
at The Riverside Church on
Claremont Avenue, Harlem.
WABC-TV Eyewitness reporter
Kimberly Richardson performed
MC chores.

The African Union, AU, a continental body, of which Libya is a
member recognized the Transitional National Council, TNC, as
the representative of the Libyan
people, it was announced at UN
headquarters. Mustafa Abdel
Jalil is TNC president. This is a
far cry from the anti-NATO protestations of many African gov- RIP: Kenyan environmentalist,
ernments last month.
who founded the Green Belt
Movement, Wangari Maathai, 71,
SCHOOL DAZE
Africa’s first woman Nobel Peace
Prize Laureate, died.
HOLD THE DATE: The READ
OUT LOUD Family Literacy and ARTS AND CULTURE
Book Festival in Harlem, a
Morningside Alliance initiative, Sunday, October 16, is the new
will be held on Saturday, Decem- dedication date for the Martin
ber 3, from 11 am to 4 pm at the Luther King Jr Memorial DedicaMary McLeod Bethune School, tion was originally scheduled on
located at 222 West 134 Street. August 28, the 48th Anniversary
The Festival boasts a diverse of Dr. King’s “I Have A Dream”
panel of authors and illustrators speech during the historic March
who will read to children; more On Washington, in 1963. October
than 20 activities and workshops; 16 is the 16th Anniversary of the
and a selection of high-quality, Million Man March.
free books. The Read Out Loud
Book Festival targets readers Brooklyn-based independent
from age 4-13, PreK to 8th Grade. publisher Akashic Books and a
It is a family-friendly event! For quartet of African American
more
info,
visit women have partnered to launch
www.morningsidealliance.org
OPEN LENS, a high-brow fiction/
Or call Jamel Schutchins at non-fiction imprint, catering to
212.749.3714.
African American readers. The
Akashic/Open Lens team comDr. Lorraine Monroe, a house- prises literary agents Marie Brown
hold word in national education and Regina Brooks; Hue-Man
circles and beyond has retired. Bookstore owner Marva Hicks;
She founded the Lorraine Mon- and former Random House editor
roe Leadership Institute, which is Janet Hill Talbert. Open Lens set

wrights with enormous talents,
women such as Desi Moreno,
“Comida De Puta;” Pearl Cleage’s
One For The Brothers;’ “One For
the Brothers;” Regina Taylor’s
“Post Black;” and Philana
Omorotionmwan’s “The Settlement.” Theatre is located at 549
West 52 Street, 2nd Floor, Manhattan. Tickets are $18. Call 212
247.4982
or
visit
ensemblestudiotheatre.org. If this
is comparable to the first The River
Crosses River ensemble, then this
is master work, Jr.

Ogletree

Bruce Golding

VEIL(s), A Photographic Overview,
produced by the Institute for
Women’s Studies in the Arab World
and organized by the NY Office of
Lebanese American University, is
the next Hewitt Gallery exhibit, at
the Marymount Manhattan College, located at 221 East 71 Street,
which runs from 10/13 to 11/1, says
Dr. Millie Burns, Gallery Director.
Opening reception is 10/6, 6-8 pm.
Visit gallery@mmm.edu.
The 6th Annual Sam Cooke Tribute
will be held at the Marriott Marquis
Hotel in Atlanta, Georgia, from October 14-16.
Happy Birthday, Librans, the cardinal air sign, symbolized by the
scales and balance: Akon, Indie
Arie, Amiri Baraka, Rock and Roll
pioneer Chuck Berry, Charles
Barron, Toni Braxton, Mike
(Newsttand) Chappell,
Al
Cunningham, President Jimmy
Carter, Bara Diokhane, Bryant
Gumbel, Rev. Jesse Jackson,
Beverly Johnson, Dr. Julianne
Malveaux, Winnie Mandela,
Wynton Marsalis, Johnny Mathis,
Rome Neal, Ademola Olugebefola,
Mark Riley, Rev. Al Sharpton,
Russell Simmons, Publicist Angela
Smith, Will Smith, Ron Scott,
Bishop Desmond Tutu, Usher, Ben
Vereen, and Gaudens Yapo.

Ruth Simmons
Patterson’s essay in the 9/25 NY
Sunday Time Book section. Visit www.harlemaa.org.
Patterson’s cover story/review of
Toure’s new book, “Who’s Afraid The Ensemble Studio Theatre
of Post Blackness? What It presents The River Crosses River
Means To Be Black Now, is equal II, a festival of short plays by
parts philosophy, social history women of color, which plays
and post black/post race theory. through October 2. The Festival
of 9 plays, roughly 10 minutes HAPPY ROSH HASHANAH to the
THE FALL 2011 CALENDAR
each, is a stellar lineup of play- worldwide Jewish Community.

NNPA Award Winner
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By Don Thomas

Jazz Chat

Bobbi ‘First Lady of the Flute’ Humphrey
celebrates 40 years of musical achievements
By Sonja Daiz
Guest Scribe
It may have been a hot and
sunny day on Sunday September 3, 2011, but it was the smoking hot free concert held in
Brookville Park, Rosedale,
Queens that made the day. Bobbi
“First Lady of the Flute”
Humphrey and her band supreme
were there to give a performance,
celebrating her 40 years of excellence in music, outstanding business acumen and relevant social
activism.
Joining in the celebration were
Jean Carne, a legend in her own
right and the Jason Mitchell Trio
who opened the show. With a
line-up like that, we were in for a
royal treat. The concert was part
of this summer’s Garvey-Tubman
series co-sponsored by the
Mergert Community Corporation
and Councilman James Sanders,
Jr., supported by the NYC Department of Parks and Recreation.
According to Tri Hinds, director of public events for the
Councilman’s office, this is the
third time Humphrey has done
her “Fabulous Friends Forever”
show in Queens. Jazz station
WBGO’s Gary Walker was there
to support the event as well.
Like ancient Egyptian cobras
under the spell of a Neteru’s
flute, the sea of people in lounge
chairs as well as those standing
were transcended by Humphrey,
a modern day Nile Valley Neteru
and her rendition of classics like
“Summertime” and her signature
song “Harlem River Drive.” She
was the first to record and rerecord the latter.
Midway of this stellar performance, Humphrey took us on a
historical journey, sharing some
important music technology
trivia with the audience, asking
“Who knows what an LP is?
What came before the LP? What
about the eight track? What do
we have today? “Cassette tapes,
CDs” people from the audience
responded.
“And mp3s”
Humphrey added.
Humphrey awarded a special
prize to the sister who answered
the question “Who bought my
first eight track recording?” It
was Don Magic Juan. Shortly
before ending, Humphrey announced that in honor of her 40th
anniversary, her current CD “Passion Flute” would sell for half
price, 10 dollars, after the show.
Staunch Bobbi fans as well as
“newbees” lined up by the dozens for autographed copies and
plenty of picture taking and a
chance to chat with her.
Humphrey is just as humble as
she is talented. While waiting for
her ride, she sat in front of the
Park House and chatted briefly
with park worker “Big Regg”
about their Texas roots.

Bobbi Humphrey (Photo: Ronnie Wright)

Amateur Night.
After her breakthrough performance at the Apollo,
her “dream was born and legend made.” She was
playing with the “Duke” of Ellington her third day
in New York and worked with musical giants from
Lee Morgan to Stevie Wonder, just to name a few.
Humphrey went on to make her own unique mark
in music history. Named the “First Lady of the Flute,”
first female to record with Blue Note Records (total
of 6 albums), lauded by Billboard and Record World
as “Best Female Instrumentalist,” Cashbox as “Best
Female Vocalist,” called the “surprise hit” of the prestigious Montreux International Music Festival in
1973 and was cited for her business achievements
in the financial section of Billboard and for her high
ethical standards in Dollars and Sense magazine,
has been awarded keys to numerous cities.
Parallel to Humphrey’s illustrious career is her
social activism. She spoke before the United Nations General Assembly in the 80s about the famine
in Ethiopia. When asked about her social activism
today she shared “I’m always helping with problems close to my heart. I’m on my way to Denten,
Texas to do a benefit concert for the Denten African-American Scholarship Foundation-“Education,
Ecology and Black History” and I studied with Dr.
John Henrik Clarke and recognize Africans in the
Diaspora.”
My last question for Humphrey was about future
projects and any last word for the readers. She commented, “I’m doing several projects that touch on
different genres. There’s the 40th anniversary album
and a Christmas album. I encourage everyone to
believe in his or her own brand and themselves. And
even during tenuous economic times, we all can be
winners daily by keeping our families strong. Family is the most important component of society.”
In ending, Humphrey stated “I’m also putting
emphasis now is on my website www.Bobbi
Humphrey.net Taking technology and creativity to
the 21 Century. It’s about encouraging others to follow their dream. I have two stores on my website:
The B.O.B. (Best of Bobbi) and My Bobbi Shop (for
all things Bobbi i.e. books, cds, tee-shirts and greeting cards).

Humphrey, Carne and myself
discussed the importance of keeping this music alive and teaching
it’s value to the younger generation and generations to come. I
asked her what does this 40th anniversary mean to her. “It means
a continuum of a dream I had
when I came to New York in 1971.
I continued to write, perform,
record and run my business Paradise Sound Records,” said Bobbi.
It was 40 years ago that
Humphrey came to New York at (pick pic from V33 page 30)
the encouragement of jazz pioneer, the late great Dizzy Gillespie.
He was judging a school wide talent show at Southern Methodist
University when she blew him
away with her extraordinary musicianship. Born Barbara Ann
Humphrey in Marlin, Texas and
raised in Dallas, she studied classical and jazz flute in high school
right through Texas Southern
University and Southern Methodist University.
Fueled by Gillespie’s encouragement to pursue music as a profession, Humphrey penned a letter to Harlem’s world famous The 5th annual Harlem SummerStage Living Legend Tribute recently took place on the plaza of the ACP
Apollo Theatre. The landmark State Office Building. Displaying awards are Bobbi Humphrey (2nd row/3rd from right), along with honortheatre responded with the quick- ees Keith Sweat, Alyson Williams, Mary Flowers, Sarah Dash, Vaughn Harper, Rahiem of (GQ) and many
ness inviting her to appear on others
(Photo: Ronnie Wright)
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Francis Hendy rocks the runway during
Mercedes Benz New York Fashion Week

Designer Francis Hendy
On Thursday, September 8,
2011 fashion designer Francis
Hendy returned to New York Fashion Week after a brief hiatus with
Alive, his exclusive spring 2012
Menswear Collection at the
Samsung Experience at the Time
Warner Center, 10 Columbus
Circle, 3rd floor, New York, New
York at 5pm.
Hendy, a passionate and creative genius presented his cutting
edge Menwswear for today’s confident, edgy trend setters. The
fashion forward collection included an explosion of color and
unexpected palate inspired by the
vibrancy and energy of nature
and the Caribbean.
Hendy presented a cutting
edge Menwswear Collection that
was classic yet trendy, with unexpected proportions and impeccable tailoring in a kaleidoscope

“It is great to be showing at this
marquee event which signals my
resurgence with a collection that is
modern, sexy, clean, and as refreshing as the warm sunshine and
beautiful colors of the Caribbean,
from which I drew my inspiration.”
Francis Hendy
of colors that made his collection
come Alive!
The exclusive collection was
eye-catching and practical providing an option for today’s modern international man. An array
of bold floral shirts, perfectly cut
suits including a salmon linen suit
and an iridescent burgundy silk
blazer and midnight blue sequin
blazer were the among highlights
of his collection.
Shoes were provided by Hush
Puppies and were a perfect pairing for the ultimate collection with

hair by Arrojo Studio and makeup
by make-up director, Lenny M
Hamilton.
The passionate design genius
was elated to be returning to New
York Fashion Week. “It is great to
be showing at this marquee event
which signals my resurgence with
a collection that is modern, sexy,
clean, and as refreshing as the
warm sunshine and beautiful colors of the Caribbean, from which I
drew my inspiration,” noted
Hendy.
Hendy’s return to New York

Fashion Week is being hailed as a
resounding success following a
short break during which he travelled the Caribbean showing his
Collection in a strategic move to
extend the Francis Hendy brand in
the Caribbean and Latin America.
Hendy states that extending his
visibility in the Caribbean market
was a natural direction for the
brand since he is a product of the
region and much of his design inspiration comes from the exotic
colors and influences of the region.
Hendy’s New York return also
coincided with the re-launch of his
new website:
www.francishendy.com which features video from his spring 2012
collection.
Francis Hendy Inc. was established in 1998 in New York’s Fashion District as a custom design
house under the leadership of creative and head designer Francis
Hendy. Hendy has dressed some
of the recording industry’s hottest
stars including Jay Z, Beyonce,
Usher, Rihanna, Steven Tyler,
Black Eyed Peas, just to name a
few. Among the other notables he
has dressed include Evander
Holyfield and actors Samuel Jackson and Terrance Howard.
(Photos courtesy Jado Images)
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By Kam Williams
Movie Critic

Comedian/Actor Kevin Hart
has enjoyed a tremendous surge
in popularity lately after having
basically divided his time over

the last decade between acting and making the rounds on
the comedy club circuit. He’s
played the second banana in
dozens of films such as “Not
Easily Broken,” “Soul Plane,”
and “Scary Movie 3” and
“Scary Movie 4,” before landing a role as a leading man in
2011 in “35 and Ticking.”
Also this year, the 5’4”
funnyman embarked on a 90city standup tour entitled
“Laugh at My Pain” where he
brought his unique brand of
observational humor to venues all across the country.
This concert flick of the same
name ostensibly features his
act at its best, as it was recorded on the last stop of the
traveling show at the Nokia
Theatre in Los Angeles, California.
While undeniably hilarious
in spots, the uninitiated ought
to be forewarned that Hart’s
delivery is peppered with
plenty of curses and ethnic
slurs. For example, in one bit
about the children’s game
“Duck, Duck, Goose,” he replaces “goose” with the Nword.
As for the subject-matter,
most of the jokes are of the selfdeprecating variety in which
the diminutive complains
about having to deal with his
size and with being abused by

Comedian/Actor Kevin Hart

Actress/singer Raven Symone who formerly played Denise Huxtable’s stepdaughter, (Olivia), on the
syndicated NBC series “Cosby Show” has grown up and gone glam! The 25-year-old actress who
was once bullied for her voluptuous figure flaunted her fab curves upon arriving at the recent 21st
NAACP Theatre Awards in a ravishing Robert Ellis gown and chic chignon.

various members of his dysfunctional family, especially his
father.
Via personal reflections, we
learn that Kevin was left traumatized by his drug-addicted
dad who never wore underwear
(“You’re gonna learn what a
long dick looks like today”) and
who also threw him into 7 feet
of water before he had learned
how to swim.
Too bad the material is often needlessly raunchy, since
Hart is colorful enough to en-

tertain without needing to rely
on so many salty adjectives. Better brace yourself to laugh as
much at Kevin’s profane language as at his pain! Good (2
stars).
To see a trailer for “Kevin Hart:
Laugh at My Pain,” visit:
h t t p : / / w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m /
watch?v=4N5HIJUf8dM
Rated R for sexual humor,
ethnic slurs and pervasive profanity. Running time: 88 minutes. Distributor: CodeBlack
Entertainment.
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Concert flick features highlights
of funnyman Hart’s 90 city tour
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In the Village of Harlem

The Great Women in Music Festival 2011 celebrates
entrepreneur Shirley Scott at Creole Supper Club
Compiled By Don Thomas
The Great Women In Music
Festival 2011 will celebrate the
creditable life and numerous
community accomplishments of
popular Entrepreneur Shirley
Scott at Creole Supper Club, in
the Village of Harlem, on Monday, October 3 rd beginning at
5pm.
Scott took New York City by
storm in the mid 1960’s with her
star-studded disco parties at
some of the city’s most posh
night spots. Known as a one of
New York’s most innovative
movers and shakers, Scott went
on to help create the term “After
Work” and with her much talked
about reputation she created an
ongoing early evening hip and
sophisticated weekly Party.
Her upscale gatherings gave
the city’s top professionals a
place to see and be seen directly
after work. Always multitasking,
Shirley held an administrative
position by day at one of New
York’s most respected hospitals
and went on to open her own
boutique on the upper eastside
called Virgo’s Treat.
In the 1980’s she went on to
become a revered sales associate for a national spirit brand
and because of her overwhelming ability to go over and above
all quotas she became one of the
company’s most valuable assets.
Good News travels fast and
Scott became the first and only
female member of the prestigious
Bottle and Cork, a private charitable organization (comprised of
spirit salesmen). With a goal to
raise funds for the United Negro
College Fund, Shirley and
Bottles and Cork always reached
unreachable goals.
During Shirley’s long membership that began in 1986 and
lasted until 2010, she rose to the
position of Sergeant of Arms.

Entrepreneur Shirley Scott strikes a fabulous pose with the late Attorney Mr. Meacham in this archives photograph.
For most of her life Scott has devoted her name, time and money
to social, civic and charitable
causes all serving the community
and the needs of children.
She began her journey as a
founding member of the socially

elite “Continental Club” and then
went on to garner the position of
Corresponding Secretary for the
nationally recognized “One Hundred Black Women” organization.
With her powerful address book
in hand she helped to raise thou-

sands of dollars.
Shirley went on to work her
magic as Vice President of “Support Network” and today she continues to reign victorious in all
that she does. Great Women In
Music along with The Friends of

Shirley Scott cannot imagine a
more worthy person to honor and
we look forward to your being
there as we celebrate a legend.
Shirley Scott is also a lasion for
the African American weekly New
York Beacon Newspaper.

Former Congressman Major Owens does it
again with “The Peacock Elite: A Case Study
of the Congressional Black Caucus,” a book
that outlines 24 years of congressional Black
caucus achievements and failures. It also
celebrates the triumphs of Black elected
officials, as well criticize some of the short
comings. The author has been described as
a sage to the community, a national treasure,
an intellectual giant and a scholar recently
attended a book signing at Medgar Evers
College. Hundreds of supporters turned out
to welcome Owens. People stood in line to
shake the hand his hand. Pick up your copy
of “The Peacock Elite.” The 300 pager is
available in both hardcover and paperback.
(L-R) Maurice Reid, Major Owens and
Kadie Davis. Submitted by Tanisha M. John
(Photo: Lem Peterkin)

Designer Kati Stern
By Audrey J. Bernard
Fashion & Beauty Editor
One of the most rock steady designers around today is designer
Kati Stern who rocked the runway in her Spring 2012 Venexiana
collection showing 71 rockin’ designs. Evening gowns are a part
of Stern’s DNA and no one does
one better than she does. The
Spring 2012 collection gave testament to that statement. An avalanche of beautiful gowns – off
the shoulder, one shoulder, strapless wonders – floored onlookers
who couldn’t tear themselves
away from the starting point to
see what was next. Her use of
Swarovski crystals blinged out
her most daring gowns. Stern
used an array of metal to exemplify her affair with rock as seen
in the gun metal copper evening
gown, metal and fuchsia sequin
halter cocktail dress, electric gold
one shoulder evening gown, copper cocktail and the bronze sequin evening gown. On a softer
side, she used chiffon, silk organza, pleated ruffles and tulle to
channel the big girl in all of us.
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Designer Kati Stern channels her affair with the
rock era in her Spring 2012 Venexiana collection
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The Sound of Music

PVIPE Music Group signs with
INgrooves/Universal Music

David Marshall Pryce/President CEO/The PVIPE Group
Compiled By Don Thomas
LOS ANGELES, CA - PVIPE
Music a division of The PVIPE
Group has signed a digital distribution pact with INgrooves/

Universal Music that will
strengthen the company’s hand
in gaining widespread exposure
for its artists to the huge consumer base in cyberspace.
David Marshall Pryce, CEO of

The PVIPE Group, Phoenix VIP
Events and PVIPE Music says
“The bottom line is that
INgrooves/Universal wants to
do business with people like us.
People who are marketing and
promoting records with sweat
equity, industry know-how and
an extensive network on the promotion side of the business.”
PVIPE Music’s artists are diversified, to include, HipHop,
Rap/R&B, Country/Rock, Pop/
Alternative and Christian Rock
just to name a few. First out in a
few weeks is Big Syke a rapper
who recorded with 2Pac on his
multi-platinum album “All Eyez
on Me” and other projects.
“My deal with PVIPE allows
me to be in control of my own
destiny. PVIPE Music is not like
any other label that I’ve dealt
with. The way my deal is structured I can do just about anything I want to do,” says Big
Syke.
Darrell Thompson, a veteran
entertainment lawyer with professional ties to major artists including Jay-Z, the Black Eyed
Peas, Teddy Riley, and most recently, Tyrese, negotiates the
deals.
“There are no more borders in
the music business. The technology that has transformed the
industry has seen to that. Going
to Africa, Japan or the Caribbean
in search of product and business is not a stumbling block, as
long as you can bring that cultural sensibility to a mass market. How PVIPE brings that to the
table is through David’s marketing experience. He is very, very
good at what he does,” Thompson said.
In celebration of all of these David and his wife Amy Bobbitt featured in BRE magazine
pacts, PVIPE Music along with
Black Radio Exclusive (BRE)
Magazine (Pryce and his wife are
on the cover of the September issue) and Episential Skin Care (another of Pryce’s companies) will
hold a party in Hollywood later
this month.

R&B singer Vesta Williams was found dead in a California
hotel room Thursday night (Sept. 22). She was 53 years old.
The entertainer, who was widely recognized in the ‘80s as a
lauded songstress, was apparently in good health, according
to a recent video interview. “I’m just actually excited about
being 53 years old and alive and well and kickin,’” Williams
shared. “I don’t have any problems, nothing, no medical
problems, nothing, and I’m too blessed to be stressed.”
Though reports state she was 48 at the time of her death, her
statement claims otherwise. Williams had more than one hit
climb the Billboard charts, but 1989’s “Congratulations” was
the tune that made its highest mark, scoring a No. 5 position
on the Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Songs chart. Though she never
had an album certified gold, six of her songs landed in the Top
10 on the charts from the mid-1980s to the early 1990s. Her
debut self titled album was released in 1986 and 2007 marked
her seventh studio album, “Distant Lover.” Besides music,
she tried her hand at acting, starring in Mario Van Peebles’
1993 film “Posse,” in which she played the role of a saloon
singer. UPDATE: TMZ reports that several prescription pill
bottles were found in the El Segundo, California hotel room
where Williams was found dead. Law enforcement sources
stated “several bottles” were discovered at the scene, some
apparently empty. Williams’ death is not being treated as a
homicide, but rather as an accident or suicide. Toxicology
reports to find out the true cause of death may take up to six
weeks.
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hard about a specific message that I want to “say to
the world.” I want my work
to be more ambiguous so
that it can be interpreted on
many different levels. That
said, I have made a lot of
work where I photograph or
paint models in compositions and poses derived
from major works in the
Western art historical cannon. With this work, I am
intentionally inserting Black
women into a context from
which they have been historically missing: depictions
of classic beauty, power and
importance. By placing
these women in that context,
I am asserting the beauty,
power and importance of
Black women.
Gandy: How do you select
your subjects in your work?
Is the identity of the subject
of importance to the piece?
Thomas: Most of the women
I work with are friends and
family. My mother has been
one of the main subjects of
my work since 2001. I
started working with her as
my model for a photography
class I was taking at Yale.
Over the past few years, I
have started to include
women I have met through
friends, as well as, casting
women from agencies or
Craigslist. Some women I
have worked with for many
years, while others I have
only worked with once or
twice. One of the things I
look for in a woman is a
unique and sometimes unexpected interpretation of
what it means to be a
woman. I love photographing powerful women that
possess their own particular
strength and charisma.

By Mira Gandy
Artist & Scribe
During New York’s 2011
F a s h i o n We e k , I a t t e n d e d
the opening of Mickalene
Thomas’s exhibition, More
Than Everything, at the
Lehmann Maupin Gallery
until October 29, 2011,
which was bustling with activity and a crowd of Thomas’ admirers, including artist Kehinde Wiley who enthusiastically told me, “This
is the groundbreaking show
of the season!”
Thomas is best known for
her large scale works of African American women
c o n t e x t u a l i z e d i n 1 9 7 0 ’s
style environments of colorful patterns, wood paneling
and rhinestones. Her current show is a selection of
Polaroid photographs, drawings and collages presented
in an intimate salon style.
Thomas has exhibited internationally and her work
can be found at the New
Yo r k M u s e u m o f M o d e r n
Art, Whitney Museum of
American Art, Brooklyn Museum and the Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum.
For more information visit
www.lehmannmaupin.com or
www.mickalenethomas.com
(Images Courtesy of the
artist and Lehmann Maupin
Gallery)
The New York based artist took some time to answer
questions I had about her
newest work:
Gandy: At your opening I
o v e r h e a r d a w o m a n s a y,
when she walked into the
gallery she was expecting to
see the large rhinestone
paintings she had heard
about. Can you tell me
about this new body of
work?
Thomas: This work, though
it may seem quite different,
is actually not much of a departure from the large-scale
paintings. These collages
have served, or will serve,
as the basis for the paintings that I make. I use collage as a way of drawing and
sketching out ideas for my
larger work and will continue to pull paintings from
the collages included in
More Than Everything.
From the beginning, I knew
that I would want to present
a large number of collages
in a salon-style hanging I
decided to focus on my collages for this exhibition because I want people to know
that I’m not just making
rhinestone covered paintings. There is a whole other
side to my work that doesn’t
get as much attention but is
equally important and much
more accessible than the

Mickalene Thomas, I Learned The Hard Way, 2010
large paintings.
Gandy: Photography is a key
element in your work, what is
it about the image that is so
interesting to you?
Thomas: I began using photography as a tool while I was
a g r a d u a t e s t u d e n t a t Ya l e
University School of Art. I
had been encouraged by some
of the faculty to take a photography course as a way to
more specifically explore figure and identity relationships. From that course, I developed a practice that uses
photography as the first step
in a process that eventually
ends in a painting or sculpture. Photography is one of
the most important ways that
we represent ourselves and
others; it is the primary visual
medium of communication. So
much of my work has to do
with ideas surrounding representation, ideas like artifice,
identity and persona.
Gandy: What are you saying
to the world about the Black
female by depicting her in
your work?
Thomas: I try not to think too

Mickalene Thomas, She Aint A Child No More, 2010
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Mickalene Thomas' exhibit More Than
Everything at Lehmann Maupin Gallery
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THEATER with Second Night Reviewer Audrey J. Bernard

Leigh Silverman set to direct Henry
Hwang’s Chinglish headed to Broadway
mous characters, resulting in a
series of devastating and hilarious confrontations that makes
Channeling Kevin Spacey a
must-see for movie-lovers of all
types.
Channeling Kevin
Spacey (“CKS”) is the brainchild
of Elan Wolf Farbiarz and Cory
Terry and stars Justin R.G.
Holcomb as Charlie, the passionate loser you openly cheer for.
All the other characters are brilliantly played by Jamil
Chokachi who has more changes
than Diana Ross.

Chinglish poster
On Monday September 12,
2011, members of the media got
an up close and personal chance
to meet the cast and creative
team of Chinglish, the new comedy headed to Broadway by
Tony Award-winning and twotime Pulitzer Prize finalist David
Henry Hwang (M. Butterfly), at a
press meet and greet presentation at the new 42nd Street Studios in Times Square, New York
City.
Leigh Silverman, (Well) who
just won a 2011 OBIE Award for
directing both Go Back To Where
You Are and In The Wake, returns
to direct the Broadway production that begins previews on
Tuesday, October 11, and will
officially open on Thursday, October 27, at the Longacre Theater, 220 West 48th Street, New
York, New York. The show
comes to Broadway following its
acclaimed world premiere production at Goodman Theatre in
Chicago this summer.
Gary Wilmes, star of the recent acclaimed Gatz, and original cast member Jennifer Lim —
along with other original
Goodman cast members Angela
Lin, Christine Lin, Stephen
Pucci, Johnny Wu and Larry
Lei Zhang — attended the media event.
Chinglish is about the unpredictable complications that ensue when an American businessman, despite his self-possessed
cultural ignorance, seeks to expand his market by forging a relationship with government officials in a major Chinese city. Although he has hired an Australian entrepreneur who has lived
in China to assist him, he soon
finds that the complexities of

####

Chinglish crew Larry Lei Zhang, Angela Lin, Stephen Pucci, Jennifer Lim, Gary Wilmes, Christine
Lin, Johnny Wu
such a venture far outstrip the expected differences in language,
customs and manners – and calls
into questions even the most basic assumptions of human conduct.
“The U.S. and China are at a
critical moment in history — each
nation is deeply interested in, but
knows very little about, the other,”
said playwright Hwang. “Chinglish
was born from the many visits I’ve
made to China over the past five or
six years to witness the exciting
changes there. During one visit, I
toured a new arts center where everything was first-rate — except for
the ridiculously translated English
signs. It was at that moment that I
thought of writing this play.”
Chinglish design team includes
set designer David Korins
(Lombardi, Passing Strange); cos-

tume designer Anita Yavich (Anna
in the Tropics); and lighting designer Brian MacDevitt (The Book
of Mormon, Fences, Goodman:
Long Day’s Journey into Night).
Chinglish has been developed
in association with The Public
Theater. The Broadway production will be produced by Jeffrey
Richards, Jerry Frankel, Roy
Gottlieb, Barry & Carole Kaye
and David and Barbara Stoller in
association with Goodman Theatre. “This is a very funny, very
timely play,” said producer Frankel.
“Jeffrey Richards and I are thrilled
to bring David Henry Hwang back
to Broadway.”
(Photos by Andy Drachenberg,
Broadway’s Best Shows <http://
broadwaysbestshows.com)
####

Chanelling Kevin Spacey two-men crew Jamil Chokachi and Justin R.G. Holcomb

Fans of Italians and Jews and
Therapy welcomed back the sequel to the Off Broadway production of My Mother’s Italian, My
F a t h e r ’s J e w i s h a n d I ’ m i n
Therapy entitled My Mother’s
Italian, My Father’s Jewish and
I’m STILL in Therapy which began performances on August 5,
2011 and wrapped up August 31
at The Midtown Theatre. Presented by and starring Steve
Solomon and Abby Koffer in association with the Midtown The-

My Mother's Italian, My Father's Jewish and I'm STILL in Therapy
star Steve Solomon
Theatergoers rejoice as the Off
Broadway hit, Channeling
Kevin Spacey, at the St. Luke’s
Theatre, the hilarious two-person tour de force comedy
which began its Off Broadway
run on April 17 after three
“Best of Fest” wins at the
To r o n t o , E d m o n t o n a n d
Winnipeg Fringe Festivals, has
released a new block of tickets
for sale for performances
through December 31, 2011. In
making the announcement, the
play’s producers Wolf & William Productions, said that
tickets ($36.50-$59.50) are
available
by
visiting
Telecharge.com or calling (212)
239-6200. Synopsis: Meet film
buff Charlie, a meek pushover
in a dead end job and a loveless relationship who shuffles
through life like a Kevin Spacey
character, breathlessly defeated. After a particularly
soul-squashing day at work,
Charlie has an epiphany and
resolves to change his life by
morphing into the real-life version of Al Pacino’s most fa-

ater, the play was a colossal
comedy hit and has set up
theatergoers for a prequel. Synopsis: When the lights come up
on “My Mother ’s Italian, My
Father’s Jewish, and I’m Still in
Therapy!,” a “Happy Birthday”
banner hangs overhead and gift
boxes are piled up to one side.
When writer and performer Steve
Solomon enters, he tells us he’s
waiting for his parents and
guests to arrive at a surprise
party at a senior clubhouse for
his father’s 85th birthday. The
one-man show, directed by Andy
Rogow, is billed as a sequel to an
earlier piece of Solomon’s that
carried the same title except for
the word “still.” Although I saw
the play back in August, I’m still
laughing as the funny moments
outlasted the play. Plus, you
didn’t have to be Jewish — or
Italian — to enjoy this play filled
with frolicking, smack your mama
fun. So, if you missed the seq u e l a n d t h e r e ’s a r e m i x , I
strongly suggest you not miss it
. . . again!

Compiled By Don Thomas
Following a successful debut
in spring 2011, the Apollo Theater recently announced the lineup for the second season of its
Apollo Music Café series. Sponsored by Heineken, Apollo Music Café features performances by
artists in the intimate, lounge-like
setting of the Theater’s renovated Soundstage.
The series continues the
Apollo’s longstanding commitment to presenting diverse and
innovative artistic voices, has
become a favorite destination for
music lovers of all kinds—from
Harlem tastemakers to tourists to
the downtown hipster set.
During the second season,
Apollo Music Café audiences will
experience a mix of unique programs, including live music, and
powerful performances by vocalists, spoken word artists, and
masterful DJs.
The Series begins with Sol
Ascension featuring Wunmi,
Manchildblack, and DJ Jihad on
October 7th, Suga Bush featuring
Danni Gee and Fredericks Brown
featuring Deva Mahal, on October 8th. Apollo Music Café will run
monthly through May 2012.
“The response to the first season of Apollo Music Café was
so overwhelmingly enthusiastic
and demonstrated that, as the
Harlem community continues to
grow, so does the need for diverse artistic offerings in the
neighborhood.
“All of the artists featured in
the Apollo Music Café series are
at the top of the underground music scene. Each has a very dis-

tinctive style and pushes the envelope to produce a sound that is
uniquely their own. Music Café
takes a creative approach in connecting with the pulse of the underground music scene and is designed to spotlight emerging artists while cultivating unique experiences for audiences,” said Mikki
Shapard, Apollo’s executive producer.
“Since its inception, the Apollo
has been a catalyst for artistic brilliance, acting as a platform for diverse talents to develop their craft
and connect with audiences. Music Café is a natural extension of
the legendary Apollo Experience,”
said Jonelle Procope, Apollo President/CEO.
Kicking off the new season in
October is Sol Ascension a global
soul music soiree hosted by the
multifaceted singer/songwriter
Manchildblack. Sol Ascension, explores the relationship between the
DJ and the live musician. It is a
perfect storm of live concert and
dance party.
For the Music Café show,
Manchildblack, best known for his
“Awake in a Dream EP,” will provide the soulful melodies over the
eclectic mixes of “Turntable Wizard” DJ Jihad Muhammad. The
evening will culminate with the
performance of the Nigerian songstress Wunmi, who merges Afrobeat, house and jazz with broken
beat and classic street soul
sounds.
Wunmi regularly sets the underground dance music scene alight
and her impressive resume includes work with Latin House
kings Masters At Work, and Soul
Jazz Records ’internationally re-

Jonelle Procope, Apollo President/CEO
nowned artist, producer, and DJ
Osunlade.
Closing out this first Music Café
weekend is Suga Bush featuring
Danni Gee and Fredericks Brown
featuring Deva Mahal in what is
sure to be a soulful evening inspired by Black Rock divas who
blazed a fiery trail. Suga Bush offers a funky, rock-tinged, neo-soul
experience born in the streets of
Philadelphia.

They released their first fulllength studio CD, “A Love Odyssey,” in late 2005 and they have
become popular fixtures on the
New York music scene, playing
regularly at well-known venues
such as The Bitter End and the
Blue Note. New Zealand’s
Fredericks Brown fuses Deva
Mahal’s (daughter of Taj) rich soul
and blues roots and Steph
Brown’s organic Pacific sound

with back-up by Michael Taylor.
Since forming, the band has
opened for Etta James and toured
in support of Taj Mahal. They perform regularly around New York
City (at venues including Brooklyn Bowl, Rockwood Music Hall,
Beacon Theatre, Carnegie Hall, and
Ella Lounge) and are on track to
release their second EP, “Land of
Plenty.”
Apollo Music Café Line-Up
(October – December 2011)
Sol Ascension: A Global Soul Soiree
featuring
Wunmi,
Manchildblack, and DJ Jihad
Muhammad Friday, October 7.
Suga Bush featuring Danni Gee
and Fredericks Brown featuring
Deva Mahal Saturday, October 8.
Donnie: The American Mythology,
Friday, November 4. Funk, Rock,
& Soul: The Sounds of
Earthdriver, Saturday, November
5.
Everybody Loves the Sunshine:
An Evening with Avery*Sunshine
,Friday, December 2. An Evening
of Suite Soul featuring Carmen
Rodgers with special guest Kenny
Wesley Saturday, December 3.
Affordable tickets for Apollo
Music Café are available at The
Apollo Theater Box Office, 253
West 125th Street and Ticketmaster
at www.ticketmaster.com. Tickets
are $20 and $15 in advance for the
Apollo’s A-List (Sign up at
www.apollotheater.org).
Apollo Music Café is made possible by generous support from
Heineken. This program is also
supported by the Ford Foundation
and public funds from the New
York City Department of Cultural
Affairs in partnership with the City
Council.

Greeting friends of AUDELCO
(pick up pic from vol 18)

Grace L. Jones, President/CEO

(Photo: Louis Boone III)

The Vivian Robinson The VIV Audelco Awards will take place on Monday, November 14, 2011 and I would like to congratulate all the nominees
and folks who will be doing there part to make the evening the best that it
can be!!!
However I feel it’s time to show some love to the hardest worker in the
organization who has been tirelessly making sure that you are celebrated
for your talents in Theatre. On Sunday, October 2, 2011 at 3pm I’m asking
you to join me as we celebrate one of the great women of Black theatre,
Grace L. Jones, President/CEO of AUDELCO, at the Moldyfig Jazz Club
(NOT the Nuyorican), located at 178 Stanton Street, Lower Eastside, Manhattan.
Grace L. Jones, here’s to life, here’s to love, here’s to you!! A tribute to
one of the great woman of Black theater. The evening will also be a
fundraiser for the AUDELCO organization. There will be a $20 donation
(all proceeds will go tO AUDELCO).
Grace is doing fine health wise and is still doing her best to make sure
the 2011 Vivian Robinson The VIV AUDELCO Awards will be just as successful as last year’s sold out affair. Let’s take out some time and show
some love to the woman who has been doing so much to acknowledge our
creative work in theatre over the years.
Also feel free to share this information with others who may feel the
same about this great woman of Black Theatre. Friends and family who
would like to perform or contribute words of appreciation to Grace Jones
on this special occasion, let me know ASAP......at romekyn@earthlink.net.
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Obama finally gets his groove back
(from page 3)
ropes until his opponents tire
themselves out before scoring an
eventual victory. But Barack
Obama is not Muhammad Ali.
John Boehner is no George Foreman. And instead of the “Rumble
in the Jungle,” this was the
Rumble in D.C., where the stakes
are much higher. For the first
time, President Obama proved
that he can trade punches with
Boehner. Obama set up Boehner
in his jobs address to Congress
on Sept. 8. He said, “…There’s a
bridge that needs repair between
Ohio and Kentucky that’s on one
of the busiest trucking routes in
North America.” Senate Minority Leader Mitchell McConnell is
a Kentucky Republican and
Boehner is from Ohio.
In his speech on Sept. 19, President Obama went for the knockout blow. “Speaker of the House
John Boehner gave a speech
about the economy,” Obama said.
“And to his credit, he made the
point that we can’t afford the kind
of politics that says it’s ‘my way
or the highway.’ I was encouraged by that. Here’s the problem: In that same speech, he also
came out against any plan to cut
the deficit that includes any additional revenues whatsoever. He
said – I’m quoting him – there is

‘only one option.’ And that option and only option relies entirely
on cuts… So the Speaker says we
can’t have it ‘my way or the highway,’ and then basically says, my
way – or the highway. That’s not
smart. It’s not right.”
Obama smartly reached out to
his base, contrasting his approach to that offered by GOP
leaders.
“Now, we’re already
hearing the usual defenders of
these kind of loopholes saying
this is just ‘class warfare.’ I reject
the idea that asking a hedge fund
manager to pay the same tax rate
as a plumber or a teacher is class
warfare. I think it’s just the right
thing to do,” he said. “I believe
the American middle class,
who’ve been pressured relentlessly for decades believe it’s time
that they were fought for as hard
as the lobbyists and some lawmakers have fought to protect
special treatment for billionaires
and big corporations.”
Most politicians give a nod to
middle-class workers, usually
with an eye on the next election.
Obama is no exception. But in his
Rose Garden speech Monday, the
president mentioned the “poor”
four times. That’s significant, considering 46.2 million people are
now living below the official poverty line, the highest rate in the 52

years the Census Bureau has been
collecting such data. A segment
of Obama’s political base was
deeply disappointed over his decision to direct the Environmental
Protection Agency to withdraw a
plan to cut smog levels. He reached
out to his disappointed base in his
speech to Congress. “But what
we can’t do – what I will not do –
is let this economic crisis be used
as an excuse to wipe out the basic
protections that Americans have
counted on for decades,” he stated.
“I reject the idea that we need to
ask people to choose between their
jobs and their safety. I reject the
argument that says for the
economy to grow, we have to roll
back protections that ban hidden
fees by credit card companies, or
rules that keep our kids from being
exposed to mercury, or laws that
prevent the health insurance industry from shortchanging patients. I reject the idea that we have
to strip away collective bargaining
rights to compete in a global
economy.
We shouldn’t be in a race to the
bottom, where we try to offer the
cheapest labor and the worst pollution standards. America should
be in a race to the top. And I believe we can win that race.”
In reaching out to Republicans,
Obama had hoped to win over im-

Obama urges Blacks to keep faith
(from page 3)
“pressed on” for years despite
setbacks, frustration and sometimes violent opposition.
“Progress often takes time. We
take a step forward, sometimes we
take two steps back. Sometimes
we get two steps forward and one
step back,” he said. “But it’s never
a straight line. It’s never easy. And
I never promised easy. Easy has
never been promised to us.
“You can’t stop marching.
Even when they’re turning the
hoses on you, you can’t stop,”
Obama said. “Through the mud

and the muck and the driving rain,
we don’t stop. Because we know
the rightness of our cause —
widening the circle of opportunity, standing up for everybody’s
opportunities, increasing each
other’s prosperity.”
Over the past few months, the
relationship between the nation’s
first black president and African
American members of Congress
has fractured as statistics show
the unemployment rate among
blacks is nearly double the national average — and more black
families are slipping below the

poverty line. The scenario is a far
cry from 2008, when African Americans nationwide viewed Obama’s
inauguration as heralding a new
era. Many now blame the president for not pushing hard enough
to ease their struggles, yet being
overly willing to compromise with
Republicans and court centrist,
middle-class voters.
Obama’s first term has been
dogged by concerns, and lingering resentment, of some black leaders who say he’s afraid to embrace
their agenda for fear of turning off
moderate white voters.

CBC gathering shows complexity
of the Black America community
(from page 8)
math educator, an engineer, and
this economist on the panel, the
students got lots of reinforcement
to consider untraditional careers.
It was great to see young people
gathered and open to learning.
Too, Congressman Elijah
Cummings always puts together
a panel on youth, which is attended by young people from his
congressional district in Baltimore. This year, Cora Masters
Barry moderated the panel and
brought her young people from
D.C.’s Southeast Tennis and
learning center. Four Bennett students, and hundreds of college

students from other campuses,
were in attendance.
While the cynical may say that
the CBC conference is the “same
old, same old”, it is interesting to
view the ALC through the fresh
eyes of our young people who are
so eager to learn and to make a
difference.
Women’s issues
were well represented. Melanie
Campbell convened the Black
Women’s Roundtable with an
overflow crowd. Congresswoman Karen Bass (D-CA) convened the International Black
Women’s Policy Forum to explore
the issue of health disparities.
Tony Brown once said that if
the ALC were cancelled for just

one year, that money could be
used to fund significant initiatives
in Black America. He may be right.
At the same time, I’d like to challenge the Congressional Black
Caucus Foundation to document
some of the outcomes of the ALC,
which might include legislation inspired, business deals closed,
scholarships funded, students exposed.
If the accomplishments were
clearly documented, perhaps the
mainstream press would talk purpose, not party, when they reference next year’s ALC.
Julianne Malveaux is president
of Bennett College for Women in
Greensboro, NC.
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portant independent voters. But
his standing in the polls declined
with that bloc as well. Like all voters, independents look to leaders
who will fight for their programs.
In his Rose Garden speech, Obama
adopted a stronger posture than
he had assumed in the past.
He said, “I will not support – I
will not support – any plan that
puts all the burden for closing our
deficit on ordinary Americans.
And I will veto any bill that
changes benefits for those who
rely on Medicare but does not
raise serious revenues by asking
the wealthiest Americans or big-

gest corporations to pay their fair
share. We are not going to have a
one-sided deal that hurts the folks
who are most vulnerable.” Now
President Obama is sounding more
and more like candidate Barack
Obama. That’s how he got his
groove back.
George E. Curry, former editor-inchief of Emerge magazine and the
NNPA News Service, is a keynote
speaker, moderator, and media
coach. He can be reached through
his Web site:
www.georgecurry.com. You can
also follow him at www.twitter.com/
currygeorge.

Kahn asks NY court
to dismiss maid’s suit
(from page 3)
able acts he committed against
Ms. Diallo,” Thompson said.
The documents filed
Wednesday argue that StraussKahn should be immune under
international law even though
he had already resigned his
post as head of the IMF when
the lawsuit was filed. His immunity stood until he left the country, shortly after his case was
dismissed, his lawyers argued.

Strauss-Kahn’s travel documents are stamped “DIPLOMATIC” in bright red lettering,
and signed by the secretary-general of the United Nations. The
documents recite in six languages that the bearer is entitled
to international immunities, according to the court documents.
His attorneys, William Taylor
and Benjamin Brafman, also filed
a motion to delete paragraphs in
Diallo’s lawsuit that detail the
encounter as fact from her perspective.
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Auctions

Lots & Acreage

AUCTION: REAL PROPERTY
TA X
FORECLOSURES
DUTCHESS COUNTY. Selling
Properties October 5 @11am.
Poughkeepsie Grand Hotel &
Confrence
C e n t e r,
Poughkeepsie. 800-243-0061
AAR, Inc. & HAR. Inc. FREE
Brochure:
www.NYSAuctions.com

ABANDONED LAKESIDE
FARM! 4 acres; Lake access$16,900. 10 acres; Huge view $29,900. 8 acres; Lakefront
-$69,900. Foreclosure priced
land in Upstate NY’s Southern
Tier!! Survey, clear title! (888)
905-8847.
www.newyorklandandlakes.com

Autos Wanted
DONATE VEHICLE: RECEIVE
$1000 GROCERY COUPONS.
NATIONAL ANIMAL WELFARE FOUNDATION SUPPORT
NO KILL SHELTERS HELP
HOMELESS PETS FREE TOWING, TAX DEDUCTIBLE, NONRUNNERS ACCEPTED 1-866912-GIVE

Medical Supplies
Get affordable and reliable medications from a licensed Canadian pharmacy. Save up to 90%
on your prescription today. Call
Canada Drug Center at 1-800951-4677.
Miscellaneous

SAWMILLS from only $3997M A K E M O N E Y & S AV E
MONEY with your own
bandmill- Cut lumber any diCondos For Sale
mension. In stock ready to ship.
Info
&
DVD:
BANK FORECLOSURE! FREE
www.NorwoodSawmills.com 1FLORIDA WATERFRONT
CONDOS! SW Coast! Brand 800-578-1363 Ext.300N
new upscale 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
1,675sf condo. Only $179,900! ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE
(Similar unit sold for $399,900) from home. *Medical, *BusiPrime downtown location on ness, *Paralegal, *Accounting,
the water! Buy &?get $8,000 *Criminal Justice. Job placein flex money for a limited time! m e n t a s s i s t a n c e . C o m p u t e r
available. Financial Aid if qualiy! Call now 1fied. Call 888-201-8657
877-888-7571, X 51
www.CenturaOnline.com
Education
DIRECTV Fall Special! Free HD,
AVIATION MAINTENANCE / 3 mos FREE HBO| Showtime|
AVIONICS Graduate in 14 Starz| Cinemax! NFL SUNDAY
Months. FAA Approved; Fi- TICKET Free -Choice Ultimate|
nancial aid if qualified. Job Premier –Pkgs from $29.99/mo.
placement assistance. Call Na- Till 10/15! 1-866-419-5666
tional Aviation Academy ToWanted
day! 800-292-3228 or NAA.edu
Health

BUYING COINS- Gold, Silver &
ALL Coins, Stamps, Paper
M o n e y, E n t i r e C o l l e c t i o n s
worth $5,000 or more. Travel to
your home. CASH paid. Call
Marc 1-800-488-4175

HIP OR KNEE REPLACEMENT
SURGERY: If you had hip or
knee replacement surgery between 2005- present and suffered problems requiring a secWaterfront Properties
ond revision surgery you may
be entitled to compensation.
Waterfront Lots on Virginia's
Attorney Charles
Eastern Shore. Call Bill at (757)
Johnson 1-800-535-5727
824-0808. VisitOMP.com.
Help Wanted
Wanted to Buy
AIRLINES ARE HIRING- Train
for high paying Aviation Ca- WE BUY ANYTHING OLD.
reer. FAA approved program. C o s t u m e J e w e l r y, f o u n t a i n
Financial aid if qualified- Job pens, old watches, world fair
Placement Assistance. CALL and military items. Cigarette
Aviation Institute of Mainte- lighters; anything gold. Call
Mike 718-204-1402.
nance (866)296-7093
Houses For Sale

LEGAL NOTICES

HOUSE/APARTMENT CLOSINGS $875- NY METRO AREA.
Experienced Attorney. Free
Buyer/Seller
Guide:
lovelllaw@aol.com. Richard
Lovell, Esq. 10748 Crossbay
Blvd., Ozone Park. 718 8359300

Notice is hereby given that an Order entered by the Civil Court, New
York County, on 08/17/2011, bearing, Index Number NC-001886-11/
NY, a copy of which can be examined at the Office of the Clerk, located at 111 Center Street New
York, NY 10013, grants Liza Marie
Charriez AKA Liza Marie
Rodriguez, Liza M. Rodriguez, Liza
Rodriguez the right to assume the
name of Liza Marie Rodriguez.
The place of birth is New York, NY,
the date of birth is June 24, 1992
and the present address is 335 East
111th Street, Apt. 3D, New York, NY
10029

Land For Sale
N E W Y O R K S TAT E C o z y
Cabin on 5 Acres $19,995.
Beautiful woodlands. Our best
deal ever!
Call 800-229-7843 or visit
www.landandcamps.com.
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By Jason Clinkscales
Maybe after being maligned
for a poor stretch of offense in
the first two games, the New
York Giants have hit their stride.
The ideal balance of a strong
running game to compliment the
passing attack was evident in a
crucial early battle in the NFC
East as the Giants marched into
Philadelphia and beat the Eagles
for the first time in three years
for a 29-16 win.
It helped to mix up the play
calling a bit more. Eli Manning
had his best game of the season
thus far, tossing four touchdowns; two scores to Victor
Cruz, a put-away strike to
Ahmad Bradshaw and the most
unexpected pass you’d see all
year to Brandon Jacobs to get
New York (2-1, 1-1 NFC East)
going early. Jacobs, who has improved his catching skills to
supplement his power running
each of the last three years,
looped around the backfield and
along the sidelines for a 40-yard
score. Manning didn’t have to
throw a ton (completing 16 of 23
passes for 254 yards) and
Bradshaw had a solid 86 rushing yards, but the offense wasn’t
on the field very much; making
the win all the more impressive.
Cruz, who is being asked to
fill some of the void left by
Domenick Hixon’s season-end-

Eli Manning
ing knee injury and a concussed catches.
Mario Manningham, used his
Manning and Cruz weren’t the
speed well as he accounted for only players to shake off the
110 receiving yards on three wares of two rough weeks on Sun-

day as the much maligned
cornerback Aaron Ross snared
two interceptions on errant
passes from Michael Vick. The

rest of the defense stuck to their
game plan this time around against
the Eagles. While memories of the
December 19 collapse were relived
continuously leading up to the
game, the Giants defense knew
better than to sit back and wait for
Vick to pick the team apart late.
Though Philadelphia was able to
move the ball late in the second
half, the Giants kept hitting Vick
nearly each time he dropped back.
Vick, who was concussed last
week in Atlanta, couldn’t muster
another comeback as he broke his
throwing hand in the fourth quarter, giving New York an extra
boost.
Despite mostly solid play from
the secondary and key stops in the
fourth quarter, the defense was far
from perfect as LeSean McCoy ran
roughshod for much of the contest. His 128 yards on 21 carries
were the most by a running back
on the Giants since Tennessee’s
Chris Johnson racked up 125 almost a year to the day. It’s something that Big Blue must be mindful of coming into another road
game this Sunday against the Arizona Cardinals.
The 1-2 Cardinals have
struggled early, even with strongarmed former Eagle Kevin Kolb as
their quarterback. Without a
strong running defense, this is a
game where Jacobs and Bradshaw
can find holes with ease.

New York Jets defense fails early test
By Andrew Rosario
The New York Jets flew into Raider Nation
two years ago and promptly destroyed Oakland in the Black Hole 38-0. It was Mark
Sanchez’ rookie season and as the game
neared its one sided conclusion, Sanchez
could be seen munching on a hot dog on the
team bench. It was week 7 and New York had
improved to 4-3. They dominated in every
phase of the game with Sanchez passing for
143 yards and 1 touchdown.
Shonn Greene ran for 144 yards and 2 touchdowns and Thomas Jones added 121. The
defense was stingy. They gave up 263 total
yards while only yielding 119 rushing yards,
most of them coming in garbage time.
What a difference two years make. After
winning their first two games against Dallas
and Jacksonville, they allowed a total of 176
yards on the ground. Tony Romo threw for
over 300 yards but the Jaguars were held to
only 111 yards in the air.
The Jets took a major step back last Sunday
when they returned to Oakland in their 34-24
loss. You could say it was the Raiders turn to
feast on the Jets defense.
It didn’t take long for the Raiders show there
would be no repeat performance of what took
place in Rex Ryan’s first year as head coach.
As usual, Ryan allowed his defense to take
the field first after winning the coin toss.
Oakland then went on to score a touchdown
in just over 2 minutes. Sanchez and the offense did their part matching Oakland to a 17 17 halftime lead.
Then the wheels came completely off in the
second half of Gang Green’s defense. Ryan’s
crew had not allowed a running back to gain
over 100 yards since week 16 last year. Raiders Darren Mc Fadden shredded the defense

gaining 171 yards on 19 carries and 2
touchdowns. His 70 yard second quarter
touchdown run closed the gap to within
3 (17-14) before Sebastian Janikowski’s
54 yard field goal tied the game.
The Raiders never looked back scoring 17 second half points while only giving up 7. They gained a total of 439 yards
(234 rushing) including another long
touchdown run (23 yards) by rookie
Denarius Moore on a reverse. The Raiders had the Jets on their heels all game.
Special teams did not help the Jets
cause either. After Moore’s score extended the lead to 24-17, Antonio
Cromartie fumbles the kick-off which is
recovered on the Jets 12. Michael Bush
increased the lead to 34 -17 after his 1yard run. Game over.
Things do not get any easier for the
New York Jets. They travel to Baltimore
Sunday to face the Ravens and a defense
led by Ray Lewis.
They trounced the Rams 37-7 and only
allowed 244 total yards sacking Sam
Bradford 5 times.
Ravens quarterback Sam Flacco threw
for 385 yards with rookie wide receiver
Torrey Smith catching his first 3 receptions that resulted in touchdowns. He
ended his day with 133 total yards. They
also added 168 rushing yards. Once
again, the Jets defense will have their
work cut out for them.
It will be the second of 3 straight road
games for New York with the last game
coming against the Patriots.
If the way the defense played against
the Raiders is any indication, no one
would be surprised if they return home
with a losing record.

Darren McFadden
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Morgan holds off Howard in a Classic Day
By Marc Rasbury
Unlike most of the previous
N e w Yo r k U r b a n L e a g u e
Whitney M. Young Classic
games that were settled well
before the final gun sounded,
the 40 th edition went down to
the wire.
Morgan State University
jumped off to a 14-point first
quarter lead, then held on for
dear life to secure a 14-9 victory over arch rival Howard
University Saturday at Metlife
Stadium.
The game was played
among a festive atmosphere
which included performances
by Michelle Chrisette, Eric
Benet and Fabulous.
WRKS’ Tom Joyner was on
hand to help MC the event as
well as announce and give out
some of the 20 Whitney M
Young scholarships that have
been awarded this year.
The Battled of the Bands
lived up to the hype.
Howard’s Band played a moving rendition of the Friends of
Distinction’s Going in Circles
while Morgan State’s Band
was accompanied by rapping
sensation Fabolous.
Even if you were not a big
football fan, there were still
plenty of things at this event
for you to enjoy.
There were over 500 vendors at the vendor’s market
selling everything from specialty T-shirts to sweet potato
pies. WRKS was also out in
the parking lot giving away
goodies and playing classic
R&B hits. Some of the crowd
did not even enter the stadium.
They stayed out in the
parking lot and tailgated all afternoon and well into the
night.
Throughout the parking lots
there were DJs set up playing
all types of music. It seemed
as there were hundreds of
block parties held throughout
the parking lots.
I often refer to the Whitney
M . Yo u n g C l a s s i c a s t h e
Northeast Block College
Homecoming.
This festive atmosphere
gives alums and supporters of
Historically Black Colleges
and Universities an opportunity to share this special day.
This event means many things
to different people. Some are
there for the football game
and block party-like atmosphere.
Some come only for the
Battle of Bands. Then there
are the students, who might
not know a first down from the
first quarter, but need those
scholarship dollars to remain
in school.
The one thing we know for
sure that the Whitney M.
Young Classic has something
for everybody.

Arva Jasmine

Fabulos

Howard Band

Howard Cheeleaderss

Howard Football

Morgan Band

